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Abstract
Main aim of the report
The PLEEC Work Package 5 deliverable 5.3., "Deliveries related to WS2", consists of materials
and outputs from the workshop held in Turku, Finland, on the 26th-28th March 2014.
The main goal of the workshop was to present, review and analyze case studies collected by
WP5 partners and choose the ones with most potential for further analysis.
The main themes of the workshop included:
-

A thorough analysis of case studies presented by partners from their respective
countries keeping in mind the following aspects:
potential for energy saving
adaptability of behaviours
reaching the main target groups
main challenges and risks
possible rebound effects
sustainability of the behaviour change
interactions with technological/structural factors
innovativeness

-

Defining the criteria for Best Available Practices
o What makes a BAP the best available practice?

Target group
The primary target group of deliverable 5.3. is the PLEEC WP5 team. The team will further
elaborate the cases after the workshop.

Main findings/conclusions
The main outcome of the workshop was a collection of case studies with Best Available
Practice potential. Out of these, potential candidates of economic evaluations will be
chosen.
In this deliverable the case study forms, filled in by partners, are presented. At this stage,
some of the forms are still devoid of all the necessary information. The gathering of
information is continuing.
At the meeting, visual notes were made by a graphic facilitator. These visualizations of the
cases are presented as well.
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Behavior- driven energy efficiency: list of case studies
Title of the case

Target group

Key field

The business network
for sustainable
transport in
Lautrupgård, Ballerup
Mobility plans for
sustainable transport
at Herlev Hospital
Plans for sustainable
transport in a new
urban area: Musicon,
Roskilde
Energy neighborhood’s
project

Employees

Mobility and
transport

Employees

5.

MOBI

Employees

6.

Living labs activities

Households

7.

Offering regional
energy advisory
services for citizens

Citizens

8.

Senaatti governmental
properties user
electricity saving
project
City of Oulu building
supervision office –
guiding towards
sustainable and energy
efficient built
environment

Employees

1.

2.

3.

4.

9.

Type of
intervention
Cooperation

Partner

Mobility and
transport

Cooperation

Univ. of
Copenhagen

Various

Mobility and
transport

Univ. of
Copenhagen

Households

Technical
infrastructure
Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Mobility and
transport

Cooperation
Public /
private
procurement
Subsidies
Information
Education

Information
Education
Co-operation
Information
Education
Cooperation

Univ. of Ruse

Information
Education
Cooperation

City of
Jyväskylä

Information
Education

City of
Jyväskylä

Information
Education
Cooperation

City of
Jyväskylä

Citizens
Building sector
professionals
Companies

Technical
infrastructure
Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Green
buildings and
land use
Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Production
and
consumption
Green
buildings and
land use

Univ. of
Copenhagen

Univ. of Ruse

Univ. of Ruse
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10. RES evenings for house
owners

Households

11. Eco support training

Employees

12. Cycle to work!

Working places Mobility and
and companies transport
Production
and
consumption
Households
Green
buildings and
land use
Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Citizens
Mobility and
transport

13. Watt work party

14. Cycling strategy –
Stoke-on-Trent City
Council
15. Walk & cycle to school

Green
buildings and
land use
Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Green
buildings and
land use
Mobility and
transport
Technical
infrastructure
Production
and
consumption

Schoolkids and
their parents

Mobility and
transport

16. Commuter experiment
with free monthly
tickets at public
transport for car
drivers
17. Energy efficient
companies in
Eskilstuna

Commuters

Mobility and
transport

Companies

18. Environmental
certification of
Eskilstuna´s harness
racing

Companies

Production
and
consumption
Energy supply
Technical
infrastructure
Energy supply

Investment
Procurement
Information
Education
Free market

City of Turku

Procurement
Information
Education

City of Turku

Information
Education
Health

City of Turku

Procurement
Information
Education
Cooperation

City of Turku

Subsidies
Information
Cooperation
Information
Education
Cooperation
Subsidies
Information
Education

Stoke-onTrent

Investment
Procurement
Information

Eskilstuna

Cooperation

EEM

Eskilstuna

Eskilstuna
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19. Energy efficiency in
planning, Porvoo
Skaftkärr

Planners

20. The optimal use of
Hybrid buses
21. The kilometer race

Bus drivers

22. Tartu regional energy
agency
23. Car free week

24. Fund KredEx

Work places,
NGOs
Citizens
Public and
private sector
Car drivers

Green
buildings and
land use
Mobility and
transport
Technical
infrastructure
Energy supply
Mobility and
transport
Mobility and
transport
Green
buildings and
land use
Mobility and
transport

Cooperation

TUAS

Training of bus
drivers
Education

TUAS

Information
Education
Cooperation
Information
Education
Cooperation
Subsidies

Tartu

Information
Education

Tartu

TUAS

Tartu

Green
buildings and
land use
Green
buildings and
land use
Production
and
consumption

26. 033Energy

Appartment
building
associations
Architects,
planners,
property
managers and
owners,
energy
specialists
Households

Green
buildings and
land use

Cooperation

TU Delft

27. Cycling in Houten

Citizens

Investment

TU Delft

28. Smart living with
energy

Households

Cooperation

TU Delft

29. Energy cooperative
Dordrecht

Citizens

Information
Education

TU Delft

30. “Spring vacation for
the car” campaign
31. Towards Resource
Wisdom Trials in
Jyväskylä

Citizens

Green
buildings and
land use
Mobility and
transport
Green
buildings and
land use
Green
buildings and
land use
Energy supply
Mobility and
transport
Mobility and
transport
Production
and
consumption

Subsidies
Education
Public or
private
investment
Information
Education

TUAS

25. Education and
experience exchange
activities

Citizens
Housing
companies

Tartu

Jyväskylä
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32. Sustainable Urban
Mobility Plan

Citizens

Mobility and
transport

33. Bike rental service
“Combici”

Citizens

Mobility and
transport

34. Energy efficient
shopping

NGO’s,
consumers

Green
buildings and
land use

Cooperation
Public or
private
investment
Education
Legal
regulation
Public or
private
investment
Subsidies
Public or
private
procurement
Information

Santiago de
Compostela

Santiago de
Compostela
TUAS
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1. The business network for sustainable transport in Lautrupgård,
Ballerup

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
University of Copenhagen
Contact person
Trine Agervig Carstensen (tac@ign.ku.dk)

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Mobility Plans in Business Network, Lautrupgård in Ballerup
1.2. Implementing party/parties
The project is part of Formel M under GATE 21.
GATE 21 is a partnership or a platform for accelerating green transition, here amongst sustainable,
energy efficient transport. GATE 21 is a public-private partnership between 28 private companies,
local and regional authorities and research institutes (municipalities, regions, hospitals,
universities, public interest organisations (regions, municipalities), private consultancies (in the
field of transport), municipal innovation networks, transport companies).
Formel M consists of 25 local ’demonstration projects’ organised in 5 ’demonstration tracks’
targetting energy efficient transport and the how municipalities can play a role in green transition.
It is inspired by the notion of Relational Planning (Patsy Healey) and that planning takes place in
networks with various actors.
All five demonstration tracks apply a Mobility Management approach. Mobility management
targets transport demands and behavioural changes among citizens and companies through
implementing soft and hard measures, that improve the built environment and create new ways
to collaborate. The approach implies collaborations in networks among various actor groups in
order to create local ownership and embeddedness. The underlying idea is that project
development, implementation and management takes place in collaborations between public
actors (municipalities) and private actors (companies).
The demonstation projects in the demonstrations tracks are developed in two kinds of
collaborating networks: at the local level of the demonstration projects and at the cross-over
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municipal and demonstration track level. In this way a common process of learning between
project partners is ensured. The participating municipalities and the municipal traffic planners
initiate and establish a local project networks of relevant partners for the demonstration project.
The involved local partners develop the demonstration project in corporation.
Ballerup Municipality is project owner of FORMEL M. GATE 21 is project leader.
This case-study reports on one of the demonstration track called ’Mobility Plans in Business
Networks’. It consists of 7 demonstration projects: involving 7 municipalities, aprox. 15 businesses,
Movia, DSB, Trekantsområdet, Vestegnssamarbejdet, GATE 21.
This case-study reports on the specific business network of Lautrupgaardparken in Ballerup.
Implementing parties: 4 companies (Tryg, Nordea Liv & Pension, Topdanmark and Siemens – 5200
employees, knowledge intensive companies), Ballerup Municipality, Movia (Transport company),
Nobina (Bus operator), GATE 21. The driving force of the project was a municipal traffic planner.

1.3. Country

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)

Denmark

Aug 2011 - Oct 2013

1.5. Case study website (if available)
Business Mobility Networks:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor1Mobilitetsplanerforvirksomhederilokalen
etværk/
Lautrupgård, Ballerup:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor1Mobilitetsplanerforvirksomhederilokalen
etværk/LautrupgårdBallerup/

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
The scope of project is local and transport services are provided around the workplaces. But as
employees’ daily travel behaviour transgresses scales and affect a vast hinterland to the business
park the project also impacts the larger region.

1.7. Short description
Employees of many business parks predominantly travel to work by car which is a high-carbon and
low energy efficient mode of transport.
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In a collaboration business network of Lautrupgård (municipality of Ballerup, capital region of
Denmark) four companies share experiences of local challenges for sustainable transport and
inspire each other to find ‘greener’ solutions targeting daily commuting and business travel.
The business network is one of a total of 7 business networks which explore how mobility
management can be conducted within business networks.
Supported by Ballerup Municipality and GATE 21 they develop and implement ‘transport services’
(mobility management instruments) targeting to reduce employees’ car-based transport.
Municipalities organize and facilitate the corporation and support the knowledge sharing between
the businesses. More over the municipalities achieve knowledge on local traffic challenges to
apply when approving the local traffic environment.
Gate 21 organizes and facilitates exchange of ideas across the business networks and evaluate the
applied effort. The effects of the efforts are evaluated by a pre- and post intervention survey of
employees’ travel behaviours and attitudes and a pre- and post intervention mapping of the
available ‘transport services’.

1.8. Target group
Employees in companies involved in the business network in Lautrupgaardparken is the principal
target group of project.
But as the mobility management approach built on the idea of project development and
implementation in networks in heterogeneous partnerships and with ownership and embeddnes
all participating partners are secondary target groups of project as they are essential for friutfull
and lasting learning processes. In this case it is Ballerup municipality and the participating
businesses as organisational frameworks.

1.9. Budget
Part of FORMEL M (EUR 2,7 mill.)
http://www.formelm.dk/

1.10.Financed by
EUR 1 mill.: Danish Transport Authority (public
money)
EUR 0,7 mill.: Capital Region of Denmark (public
money)
EUR 1 mill.: other partners (public + private money)
The partners of GATE 21 pay an annual partnership
fee.

1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
The goal of the project is to change actual transport demands.
This is achieved by addressing two types of behaviour:
individuals’ transport mode choices (employees) and
municipal planners’ practices (professionals) for energy efficient transport (structural level Formel
M – institutional frameworks).
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(x) Motivation – raise awareness, campaigns.
(x) Attitude – make transport a topic for discussion among colleagues
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour) – the
various soft and hard ‘transport services’
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour – mapping of existing transport services, defining
spatial barriers of the business park (bus, bus stops) and of how work is organized (home work,
meetings and transport).
(x) Capacities for energy saving – CO2 emisions are measured pre- and post project period and the
capacity for savings are made explicit.
(x)Sensitivity for social influence – the project targets group behavior (among employees) and
measures the workplace’s travel behaviour and present/communicate results and potentials on
the intranet.
(x ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs) – ownership, to ensure mobility management is
integrated in municipal traffic planning and workplaces’ and companies’ development strategies
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks) – surveys,
campaign: check of individuals’ travel habits and advices for how to change, embeddedness in
business’ CSR goals

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The over all goal is to change travel behaviour and transport demands by creating more
sustainable transport patterns and hereby reducing energy consumption and CO2-emissions from
transport.
Another more long term goal is to integrate mobility management in municipal traffic planning
and workplaces’ and companies’ development strategies so that mobility management become
embedded in key institutions managing the technical, organisational, spatial and economic
preconditions for future transport behaviour.
The overall goal of the demonstration track is to develop mobility management in business
networks through sharing experience and inspiration about how employees’ travel behaviour can
be changed into more sustainable and energy efficient transport modes.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
The project strives to reduce employees’ car-based travel (daily commuting and business travel) by
optimising car-driving (e.g. by carpooling) and by converting car-trips into more sustainable and
energy efficient transport modes (e.g. walking, cycling, public transport).
In order to develop effectful mobility management challenges for energy efficient transport need
to be identified and addressed. A key point is to gain knowlegde on employees’ travel behavoiur
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and gain an overview of the existing provision of soft and hard ’transport services’ of the company
and of the entire site of the business network (e.g. public transport, parking lots, campaigns etc.).
Based on knowlegde on local challenges, the behaviour and provision new ’transport services’
targetting to support employees’ reasonable car-use and use of sustainable transport modes are
developed, tested and evaluated.
Qualitative objectives, E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing
To promote sustainable travel behaviour among employees at companies participating in business
networks.
To explore how companies can share experiences of challenges for sustainable transport and
inspire each other to find ‘greener’ solutions targeting daily commuting and business travel.




To map and estimate travel behaviours and transport needs at present and in the future.
To test specific efforts (transport services) for reducing, converting and optimizing cardriving.
To enhance the awareness of daily sustainable transport mode choice.

Quantitative objectives, E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
 To measure employees’ (self reported) travel behaviour before-and-after project period.
 To map transport services before-and-after project period.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products,
affecting legislation ets.
The goals of the project are obtained by making sustainable transport modes choices, including
the combination of transport modes, as easy, attractive, flexible, smooth and seemless as possible.
This ’easy choice’ is reached through mobility management in a mobility plan.
A mobility plan is a tool for strategic management of how employees’ car-based travel can be
reduced, optimized and converted into more sustainable and energy efficient transport modes.
A mobility plan comprises of soft and hard instruments, efforts and activities – also called
’transport services’. It is a combination of planning/design/infrastructure (hard-physical) measures
and measures affecting travel behaviour. Mobility plans comprise various efforts and activities
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(transport services) developed in local networks. The effect of a single activity is unpredictable and
so are the interrelations of activities. The effect of mobility plans are achieved by combining set of
activities relevant to the local context.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives
( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Instruments for supporting awareness of transport behaviour
- Surveys on employees’ transport behaviour before and after project period serves two purposes.
They provide knowledge on the existing transport behaviour among employees (transport mode,
distance, time) required for developing relevant local transport services. They also create travel
awareness among employees through their reports on individual daily travel choices and on if the
know of and/or have tried the workplace’s transport services (especially after project period).
- ’Have a part of the cake’ –campaign: individual check of employees’ commuting habits aiming at
enhance their awairness of other availabe transport oppurtunities in the areas such as cycling and
public transport (February-March 2013)
Instruments for supporting trip by bus and train:
- Improved information on public transport
- Production of flyer showing buslines, bus stops and paths for cycling and walking. The flyer was
sent out to all companies in the business park.
- The municipality of Ballerup also send out information on itinerary changes for direct usage on
companies’ intranet.
- Optimising bus travel itinerary (Line 153E)
Instruments for supporting cycling:
- Mobile bicycle reparation workshop is offered in work hours.
- Purchase of commuter bicycles
- Employees can buy bicycles with company logos to reduced price.
Instruments for making car-driving more resonable:
- Purchase of electric cars for work related travel (e.g. meetings)
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- Private net-shopping goods delievery at place of work

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x ) Partially
The overall goal to create more sustainable transport behaviour was achieved in the short term
project period. Whether these changes will last is uncertain but due to the collaborative network
organization of the project it has involved many actors, it has been disseminated widely, and it has
produced many hand-on tools for future application and further development. As the GATE 21
platform continue to exist the project homepage is hosted for a long time and it is also updated so
the demonstration ideas are transferred into new networks.

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The objectives of the project have been measured through four indicators: Contentment with
‘transport services’, change of transport mode choices, awareness of transport behaviour and
CO2-emisions.
- The main results of the evaluation
Based on survey before and after project period employees have reported on their:
Transport awareness and attitudes towards ‘transport services’ and their daily work-related transport
behaviour.

The main results of the evaluation (average of 4 companies results):
Changes in transport behaviour among employees (quant).
car-driving reduced
Less car-driving (80,5%-72%)
More working days from home (6,8%-8,5%)
Sustainable modes of transport increased:
More cycling (10,5%-16%)
More multi-modal travel behaviour (7,5%-11,7%)
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50 pct more passengers on optimized bus line.
Changes in awareness of transport behaviour among employees (qualit).
Employees are now more aware of the possibilities for changing travel behaviour and they talk
more about it with colleagues.
Embedded in some of the companies’ accounts/strategies for CSR.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
The development of evaluation tools has been conducted on workshops among partner of the
Formel M project. First the success criterias were defined and then the four indicators for their
measurement were developed (cp. contentment with ‘transport services’, change of transport
mode choices, awareness of transport behaviour and CO2-emisions).
Finally a plan for conducting the evaluation was made. In this the municipalities have played a key
role. The have described the plan of evaluation and provided the required data and descriptions
for each demonstration project.
The Formel M project was evaluated by aggregated the single evaluations to a common project
level. A common guide evaluation was developed in 2013 (by Roskilde University and GATE 21).
The approach for evaluation is a futher development of the evaluation method developed in the
EU project MAX SUMO (www.epomm.eu).
By whom?
The municipality provided the required data and descriptions for evaluation of the demonstration
project. GATE 21 has disseminated and aggregated the evaluations.

Are the evaluation results available?
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor1Mobilitetsplanerforvirksomhederilokalen
etværk/LautrupgårdBallerup/

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The project was developed, implemented and evaluated among participants and feedback has
been incorporated currently.
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3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The municipal traffic planner found it hard to commit the local businesses in the network. It
required new ways of acting (new roles) for all participants. The relationship between the
municipality and the local businesses was first in need to be established and to be developed into
a platform for collaborative project development.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

It is of great importance for the case realizers that the demonstration projects’ effect transgress
the project period. They outline four scenarios for future effect/embeddedness.
1) New potentials emerge from the project and new funding is achieved
2) The established network becomes permanent
3) The municipality applies ‘mobility management’ in new contexts
4) The demonstration project was a single test that generates experience others can benefit
from. The valuable and personal based experience is reduced to tools and guidelines.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Changes are made possible by small means in short time period.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
To guideline reports have been published after the project ended:
Mobility Mangement for Businesses (2014):
http://www.formelm.dk/OmFormelM/V%C3%A6rkt%C3%B8jer/GuideMobilityManagementforvirk
somheder/
Guide to mobility management in networks (2014):
http://www.formelm.dk/billeder/filer/Kogebog1for_bagside_klartilprint.pdf

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

The business network for sustainable transport was on of 9 rewarded projects in a national
competition (Sept 2013) on ways to sustainable transition (called ‘Transition Now’) held by the
Danish Radio and Television (DR) and the newspaper ‘Information’. EU Climate commissioner,
Connie Hedegaard, was member of the jury.
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3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

Please see
Business Mobility Networks:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor1Mobilitetsplanerforvirksomhederilokalen
etværk/
Lautrupgård, Ballerup:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor1Mobilitetsplanerforvirksomhederilokalen
etværk/LautrupgårdBallerup/
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2. Mobility plans for sustainable transport at Herlev Hospital

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
University of Copenhagen
Contact person
Trine Agervig Carstensen (tac@ign.ku.dk)

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Mobility plans for sustainable transport at Herlev Hospital
1.2. Implementing party/parties
The project is part of Formel M under GATE 21.
GATE 21 is a partnership or a platform for accelerating green transition, here amongst sustainable,
energy efficient transport. GATE 21 is a public-private partnership between 28 private companies,
local and regional authorities and research institutes (municipalities, regions, hospitals,
universities, public interest organisations (regions, municipalities), private consultancies (in the
field of transport), municipal innovation networks, transport companies).
Formel M consists of 25 local ’demonstration projects’ organised in 5 ’demonstration tracks’
targetting energy efficient transport and the how municipalities can play a role in green transition.
It is inspired by the notion of Relational Planning (Patsy Healey) and that planning takes place in
networks with various actors.
All five demonstration tracks apply a Mobility Management approach. Mobility management
targets transport demands and behavioural changes among citizens and companies through
implementing soft and hard measures, that improve the built environment and create new ways
to collaborate. The approach implies collaborations in networks among various actor groups in
order to create local ownership and embeddedness. The underlying idea is that project
development, implementation and management takes place in collaborations between public
actors (municipalities) and private actors (companies).
The demonstation projects in the demonstrations tracks are developed in two kinds of
collaborating networks: at the local level of the demonstration projects and at the cross-over
municipal and demonstration track level. In this way a common process of learning between
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project partners is ensured. The participating municipalities and the municipal traffic planners
initiate and establish a local project networks of relevant partners for the demonstration project.
The involved local partners develop the demonstration project in corporation.
Ballerup Municipality is project owner of FORMEL M. GATE 21 is project leader.
This case-study reports on one of the demonstration track called ’Mobility Plans for Hospitals’. It
consists of 3 demonstration projects: involving 3 municipalities, 4 hospitals, The Capital Region of
Copenhagen, GATE 21 .

This case-study reports on the specific projects at Herlev Hospital.
Implementing parties: Herlev Hospital, Herlev Municipality, GATE 21
The driving forces of the project were a municipal traffic planner in and a HR consultant at the
hospitals (’welfare consultant’, refering to the direction).

1.3. Country
Denmark
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Oct 2012 – Oct 2013

Mobility plan for Herlev Hospital
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor5Mobilitetsplanerforhospitaler/HerlevHos
pital/
Mobility plans for 4 hospitals (umbrella project):
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor5Mobilitetsplanerforhospitaler/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
The scope of project is local and transport services are provided around the workplaces. But as
employees’ daily travel behaviour transgresses scales and affect a vast hinterland to the business
park the project also impacts the larger region.
1.7. Short description
The built environment around many Danish hospitals are presently facing traffic congestion due to
car-based transport behaviour of employees, patients and visitors. These years many hospitals are
being re- and outbuilt and it is expected that the traffic congestion will increase and the demand
for parking areas will increase in the period of construction as the number of parking lots will be
temporary abandoned.
Herlev Hospital is outbuilt and enlarged from 2014 to 2017 with 57.000 m2. During the period of
construction the congestion is expected to increase further and a demand for 400 parking lots is
assessed. In this demonstration project a collaborative network of Herlev Hospital, Herlev
Municipality, The Capital Region of Copenhagen and GATE 21 develop, implement and evaluate
‘transport services’ (mobility management instruments) in order to reduce employees’ car-based
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transport and the demand for parking lots here and now in order to reduce in the future hospital
setting. But also by promoting sustainable transport behaviour, here among active transport
(cycling) that can benefit the health and well-being of employees.
The effect of the efforts are evaluated by a pre- and post intervention survey of employees’ travel
behaviours and attitudes and a pre- and post intervention mapping of the available ‘transport
services’.

1.8. Target group
The scope of project is local and transport services are provided around the hospital site. But as
(day time working) employees’ daily travel behaviour transgresses scales and affect a vast
hinterland to the hospital the project also impacts the larger region.
1.9. Budget
Part of FORMEL M (EUR 2,7 mill.)
http://www.formelm.dk/

1.10.Financed by
EUR 1 mill.: Danish Transport Authority (public
money)
EUR 0,7 mill.: Capital Region of Denmark (public
money)
EUR 1 mill.: other partners (public + private
money)
The partners of GATE 21 pay an annual
partnership fee.

1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
The goal of the project is to change actual/future transport demands.
This is achieved by addressing two types of behaviour:
individuals’ transport mode choices (employees) and
municipal planners’ and hospital professionals’ practices for energy efficient transport (structural
level Formel M – institutional frameworks).
(x) Motivation– raise awareness, campaigns.
(x) Attitude – make transport a topic for discussion among colleagues
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour – mapping of existing transport services, defining
spatial barriers of the hospital (bicycle parking, their location, if they are covered and/or locked)
(x)Sensitivity for social influence – the project targets group behavior (among employees) and
measures the workplace’s travel behaviour and present/communicate results and potentials on
the intranet.
( ) Capacities for energy saving – CO2 emisions are measured pre- and post project period and the
capacity for savings are made explicit.
(x ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs) – ownership, to ensure mobility management is
integrated in municipal traffic planning and workplaces’ and hospitals’ development strategies
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(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour) –
transport services.
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks) – surveys,
campaign: check of individuals’ travel habits and advices for how to change, embeddedness in
hospital’s CRS goals.

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The over all goal is to change travel behaviour and transport demands by creating more
sustainable transport patterns and hereby reducing energy consumption and CO2-emissions from
transport.
Another more long term goal is to integrate mobility management in municipal traffic planning
and workplaces’ and companies’ development strategies so that mobility management become
embedded in key institutions managing the technical, organisational, spatial and economic
preconditions for future transport behaviour.
The overall goal of the demonstration track is to develop mobility management in hospital
networks through sharing experience and inspiration about how employees’ travel behaviour can
be changed into more sustainable and energy efficient transport modes in order to mitigate future
traffic congestion and increase the health and well-being of employees.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
The project strives to reduce employees’ car-based travel (daily commuting and business travel) by
optimising car-driving (e.g. by carpooling) and by converting car-trips into more sustainable and
energy efficient transport modes (e.g. walking, cycling, public transport).
In order to develop effectful mobility management challenges for energy efficient transport need
to be identified and addressed. A key point is to gain knowlegde on employees’ travel behavoiur
and gain an overview of the existing provision of soft and hard ’transport services’ of the hospital
site (e.g. public transport, parking lots, campaigns etc.). Based on knowlegde on local challenges,
the behaviour and provision new ’transport services’ targetting to support employees’ reasonable
car-use and use of sustainable transport modes are developed, tested and evaluated.
Qualitative objectives, E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing
To promote sustainable travel behaviour among employees at Herlev Hospital.
To explore how hospitals in network can share experiences of challenges for sustainable transport
and inspire each other to find solutions for reducing congestion and parking lot demand among
employees.
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To map and estimate travel behaviours and transport needs at present and in the future.
To test specific efforts (transport services) for reducing, converting and optimizing cardriving.
To enhance the awareness of daily sustainable transport mode choice.

Quantitative objectives, E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
 To measure employees’ (self reported) travel behaviour before-and-after project period.
 To map transport services before-and-after project period.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products,
affecting legislation ets.
The goals of the project are obtained by making sustainable transport modes choices, including
the combination of transport modes, as easy, attractive, flexible, smooth and seemless as possible.
This ’easy choice’ is reached through mobility management in a mobility plan.
A mobility plan is a tool for strategic management of how employees’ car-based travel can be
reduced, optimized and converted into more sustainable and energy efficient transport modes.
A mobility plan comprises of soft and hard instruments, efforts and activities – also called
’transport services’. It is a combination of planning/design/infrastructure (hard-physical) measures
and measures affecting travel behaviour. Mobility plans comprise various efforts and activities
(transport services) developed in local networks. The effect of a single activity is unpredictable and
so are the interrelations of activities. The effect of mobility plans are achieved by combining set of
activities relevant to the local context.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives
( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
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( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Instruments for supporting awareness of transport behaviour
- Surveys on employees’ transport behaviour before and after project period serves two purposes.
They provide knowledge on the existing transport behaviour among employees (transport mode,
distance, time) required for developing relevant local transport services. They also create travel
awareness among employees through their reports on individual daily travel choices and on if the
know of and/or have tried the workplace’s transport services (especially after project period).
- Check of employees’ commuting habits in corporation with transport company (Movia) – by
December 2012.
Instruments for supporting trip by bus and train:
- The intranet of the hospital links to the national ’trip planer’ (www.rejseplanen.dk). It also shows
updated real-information on public transport service and has a CO2-calculater.
Employees are ’test-pilots’ of public transport (2013).
New employees receive information on travel possibilities and trip itineraries (2013).
Employees are offered a partly employer paid travel card (April 2013).
Instruments for supporting cycling:
Herlev Hospital was certified as Bicycle-friendly place of work in 2009. It was re-certified in 2012
when the hospital invested in 958 new bicycle stands. These were placed by taken into
consideration where bicycles already were parked. Many of the bicycle stands are covered and
some are even locked shelters – by March 2013 also video surveilled.
Futher facilities/efforts:
 Shower, towels, changing facilities for all employees.
 Mobile bicycle reparation workshop once a month
 Automatic bicycle pumps
 Purchase of 5 electric bikes, lent out to employees test piloting for to months (Spring 2013).
 Fee for participation in the national ”cycling to work” campaign is paied by employer, spring
check of emplyees’ private bicycles before the campaign, and a physical condition test before
and after the campaign.
 PR for cycling on intranet and by posters
 Lecture on ’good advices for winter cycling’ by consultant from Danish Cycling Federation
(autumn 2012)
 Herlev Hospital corporates with Secretary for Cycle Super Highways on event when new cycle
super highway that passes the hospital opened 20 April 2013.
 Partnership with Danish Cancer Society on the project ”From car to bicycle”, where barriers
and possibilities for healthy and sustainable transport are revealed from focus group interviews
with employees at Herlev Hospital.
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Instruments for making car-driving more resonable:
- One employee is test-pilot on electric car.
- Campaign for colleague co-driving.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially
The overall goal to create more sustainable transport behaviour was achieved in the short term
project period. Whether these changes will last is uncertain but due to the collaborative network
organization of the project it has involved many actors, it has been disseminated widely, and it has
produced many hand-on tools for future application and further development. As the GATE 21
platform continue to exist the project homepage is hosted for a long time and it is also updated so
the demonstration ideas are transferred into new networks.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
() Partially (please specify)
The objectives of the project have been measured through four indicators: Contentment with
‘transport services’, change of transport mode choices, awareness of transport behaviour and
CO2-emisions.
- The main results of the evaluation
Evaluation method
Survey before and after project among employees:
Transport behaviour
Transport awareness.
The main results of the evaluation
Changes in transport behaviour among employees (quant).
car-driving reduced 9 pct - on all distances (57%-48%)
Reasonable car-use increased:
-more co-driving (3,5% - 5,2%)
- Less driving alone in car (53%-43%)
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Sustainable modes of transport increased:
More cycling – 7 pct (33%-40%)
More multi-modal travel behaviour (8,8%-9,8%)
Changes in awareness of transport behaviour among employees (qualit).
Bicycle service are popular
Employees are now more aware of the possibilities for changing travel behaviour and they talk
more about it with colleagues.
Embedded in the hospitals’ accounts/strategies for CSR and HR health.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
The development of evaluation tools has been conducted on workshops among partner of the
Formel M project. First the success criterias were defined and then the four indicators for their
measurement were developed (cp. contentment with ‘transport services’, change of transport
mode choices, awareness of transport behaviour and CO2-emisions).
Finally a plan for conducting the evaluation was made. In this the municipalities have played a key
role. The have described the plan of evaluation and provided the required data and descriptions
for each demonstration project.
The Formel M project was evaluated by aggregated the single evaluations to a common project
level. A common guide evaluation was developed in 2013 (by Roskilde University and GATE 21).
The approach for evaluation is a futher development of the evaluation method developed in the
EU project MAX SUMO (www.epomm.eu).
By whom?
The municipality provided the required data and descriptions for evaluation of the demonstration
project. GATE 21 has disseminated and aggregated the evaluations.
Are the evaluation results available?
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor5Mobilitetsplanerforhospitaler/HerlevHos
pital/

( ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The project was developed, implemented and evaluated among participants and feedback has
been incorporated currently.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

It is of great importance for the case realizers that the demonstration projects’ effect transgress
the project period. They outline four scenarios for future effect/embeddedness.
5) New potentials emerge from the project and new funding is achieved
6) The established network becomes permanent
7) The municipality applies ‘mobility management’ in new contexts
8) The demonstration project was a single test that generates experience others can benefit
from. The valuable and personal based experience is reduced to tools and guidelines.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Changes are made possible by small means in short time period.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Herlev Municipality has developed a guidance for how municipalities can design a demonstration
project for citizens’ testing electric bicycles. The guide is accessible on the project homepage
http://www.formelm.dk/OmFormelM/Værktøjer/Herlev-konceptforudlånafelcykler/
These ideas are developed in connection with the mobility plan for Herlev hospital.
3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?
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3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

Please see
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor5Mobilitetsplanerforhospitaler/HerlevHos
pital/
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3. Plans for sustainable transport in a new urban area: Musicon,
Roskilde

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
University of Copenhagen
Contact person
Trine Agervig Carstensen (tac@ign.ku.dk)

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Mobility Assessment Plans for new urban districts: Musicon, Roskilde
1.2. Implementing party/parties
The project is part of Formel M under GATE 21.
GATE 21 is a partnership or a platform for accelerating green transition, here amongst sustainable,
energy efficient transport. GATE 21 is a public-private partnership between 28 private companies,
local and regional authorities and research institutes (municipalities, regions, hospitals,
universities, public interest organisations (regions, municipalities), private consultancies (in the
field of transport), municipal innovation networks, transport companies).
Formel M consists of 25 local ’demonstration projects’ organised in 5 ’demonstration tracks’
targetting energy efficient transport and the how municipalities can play a role in green transition.
It is inspired by the notion of Relational Planning (Patsy Healey) and that planning takes place in
networks with various actors.
All five demonstration tracks apply a Mobility Management approach. Mobility management
targets transport demands and behavioural changes among citizens and companies through
implementing soft and hard measures, that improve the built environment and create new ways
to collaborate. The approach implies collaborations in networks among various actor groups in
order to create local ownership and embeddedness. The underlying idea is that project
development, implementation and management takes place in collaborations between public
actors (municipalities) and private actors (companies).
The demonstation projects in the demonstrations tracks are developed in two kinds of
collaborating networks: at the local level of the demonstration projects and at the cross-over
municipal and demonstration track level. In this way a common process of learning between
project partners is ensured. The participating municipalities and the municipal traffic planners
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initiate and establish a local project networks of relevant partners for the demonstration project.
The involved local partners develop the demonstration project in corporation.
Ballerup Municipality is project owner of FORMEL M. GATE 21 is project leader.
This case-study reports on the demonstration track called ’Mobility Plans for New Urban Districts’.
It consists of 6 demonstration projects: involving 4 municipalities, Tetraplan Consultancy, GATE 21
.
This case-study reports on the specific project at the new urban development area Musicon in
Roskilde.
Musicon in Roskilde.
Implementing parties: Roskilde Municipality, Tetraplan Consultancy, GATE 21
The driving force of the project were a municipal traffic planner.

1.3. Country
Denmark
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
June 2012 – Nov 2012

Mobility plans for Musicon:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor3Mobilitetsvurderingafplanerfornyudlagte
områder/MusiconRoskilde/
Mobility plans for new urban areas (demonstration track):
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor3Mobilitetsvurderingafplanerfornyudlagte
områder/

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
The scope of project is local and the mobility assessment plan of future transport demands
involves the local design of the Musicon area. However as transport transgresses scales the
mobility assessment plan will impact a much larger area.
1.7. Short description
Cities need to grow and transform in new ways as land-use policy and urban form tend to support
car-dependent and low energy efficient transport behaviour. We need an urban design and
infrastructure which invites people to choose sustainable transport – instead of/in combination
with the private car. By integrating mobility management in municipal planning the fundament is
made.
Sustainable urban growth is characterised by for example dense neighbourhood that reduce
distances, by the right match between business and location, and by prioritization and
densification of business area development.
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To make cities grow in new ways – through mobility management - requires collaborations
between various actors about traffic and planning issues: traffic companies, carshare companies,
housing association and businesses. It also requires interdisciplinary collaborations in
municipalities (e.g. between urban and transport planners, environment & climate and businesses
departments).
4 municipalities have explored and tested how mobility plans can by developed, implemented and
evaluated in transformation of existing urban areas and planning new urban districts and business
parks. Here among is the mobility plan for the Musicon district.
Musicon is a former industrial area of 250.000 m2, in the centre of Roskilde (1 km to station). The
area is transformed into a new neighbourhood containing housing, creative businesses, culture,
retail, hotel and restaurants. The transformation has started as a maturing process enacted by
innovative actors’ temporary projects. Temporary activities take place in former industrial
buildings. The first housing projects have yet been built and the first dwellers moved in. The
mobility plan envisions an urban neighbourhood with low visible and environmental dominance of
the car and with a modal split of sustainable transport (walking, cycling, public transport) of 60 %.
1.8. Target group
Future dwellers and employees of the Musicon are the target group of project in the long term.
Municipal planners from urban, transport, environment, climate and businesses departments are
the principal target group of the demonstration track (across) and the specific demonstration
project in Roskilde.
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by

Part of FORMEL M (EUR 2,7 mill.)
http://www.formelm.dk/

EUR 1 mill.: Danish Transport Authority (public money)
EUR 0,7 mill.: Capital Region of Denmark (public
money)
EUR 1 mill.: other partners (public + private money)
The partners of GATE 21 pay an annual partnership
fee.

1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
The goal of the project is to change future transport demands.
This is achieved by addressing two types of behaviour:
individuals’ transport mode choices (employees/dwellers) and
institutional frameworks, planning legislation and municipal planning practices (professionals) for
energy efficient transport (structural level).
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour – focus on design and accessibility
(x) Capacities for energy saving – defining goal for sustainable modal split
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(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour) –
transport services and transport data integrated in traffic scenarios
(x) Laws and or regulations – finding out the national way of implementing EU requirement.
(x) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs) – need for enhanced collaborations cross
municipal departments, not exactly a new structure.
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The overall goal is to explore and test how mobility assessment plans can by developed,
implemented and evaluated in transformation of existing urban areas and planning new urban
districts and business parks in order to reduce future transport demand and car-based travel
behaviour.
Another more long term goal is to integrate mobility assessment plans in municipal departmental
planning so that mobility management become embedded in key institutions managing the
technical, organisational, spatial and economic preconditions for future transport behaviour.
The overall goal of the demonstration track is to develop mobility management in networks of
municipal traffic planners through sharing experience with testing how mobility plans can be
integrated in transformation of existing urban areas and planning new urban districts and business
parks.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
The project strives to create an urban district in Roskilde (Musicon) with a design and
infrastructure the makes sustainable transport an easier choice than choosing the car.
The project explores, demonstrates and tests how mobility plans can be integrated in urban
district planning and identify mobility plans’ potentials and challenges.
Qualitative objectives
• To create an urban neighbourhood with low dominance and dependency of cars.
• To conduct mobility assessment and formulate mobility demand for new areas.
• To exploring how mobility assessment planning procedures can become an integrated
plan of existing planning practice and legislation
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•
•
•

To gain knowlegde on possibilities and potentials for mobility assessment of new areas for
urban development.
To enable that all new areas for urban development are mobility assessed and are met by
relevant planning demands considering future transport mode choices in the areas.
To enable that all plans and policies effecting future local transport are mobility assessed

Quantitative objectives
60 % modal split of the Musicon district is sustainable transport.

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.

The project is a pilot project for testing the European planning tool SUMP (Sustainable Urban
Mobility Plan) in Denmark and adapt it to a national context.
This has resulted in a specific tool – called VEMA. VEMA is a tool (for free) for calculating the
effects of implementing hard and soft transport services in the plans for a urban area measured as
modal split and CO2 emission.
It can be used for establishing an overview of the traffic situation at present as well as developing
scenarios.
It makes municipalities capable of assessing how much and which transport mode specific
transport services will generate. It can be applied in order to make explicit the future effect of
present planning practices.
VEMA comprises of the transport service as follows:
Priority for bicycles
Bus information and campaigns
Bicycle in own tracks
Parking norms
Parking payment
Locked bicycle parking at stations
Co-driving
Adjustment of bus routes
Mobility plans in business networks
Car-share
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Electric bicycles
Cycling campaigns/nudging
Travel card partly paid be employer
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
(x) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
(x) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Applied or planned to be applied:
Applied, i.e. are integrated in the local frame plan for infrastructure in Musicon. They will also be
integrated in the local detail plan for comming building in a sub-area.
 Reduced norms for car-parking
 Peripheral location of parking-house
 Parking lots are ’moved out’ and spread out to peripheral location for gradually realisation.
 Shuttle bus (busline A-type) through Musicon was established December 2011.
 Raised norms for bicycle-parking
 Key walking and cycling efforts form part of the municipal building and lay-out budget.
Planned to be applied:
 Business bike and bike-share systems will be realised.
 Vision and objectives will currently be presented to area developers whom is inspired to
become co-responsible.
 Items of building and lay-out budget will currently be integrated in over all budgets to secure
realisation.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially
It is uncertain if the overall goal to create more sustainable transport behaviour in new urban
districts in the future through mobility plans will be achieved. But due to the collaborative network
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organization of the project it has involved many actors, it has been disseminated widely, and it has
produced many hand-on tools for future application and further development. As the GATE 21
platform continue to exist the project homepage is hosted for a long time and it is also updated so
the demonstration ideas are transferred into new networks.

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially (please specify)
This can first be assessed on a later state when the extend of realization of the mobility
assessment plans for the urban neighbourhood is known.
Three traffic scenarios have been calculated in order to assess the [not realised] objectives based
on traffic models for traffic projection in Musicon.
A traffic calculation without any sustainable transport efforts predicts a modal split of 1/3
sustainable transport modes and 2/3 cars.
In a ’worst case’ traffic scenario for Musicon (projection of traffic Musicon with only reduction of
parking lots) the urban development generates 14.000 more cars a day. A ’best case’ traffic
scenario for Musicon will generate 10.000 more cars a day.
The mobility assessment plan is politically adopted and with this adoptation the city council has
decided a wide range of sustainable transport initiatives for the area which will result on a modal
split of 60 % sustainable transport modes and 40 % cars.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
Tetraplan and GATE 21
Are the evaluation results available?
Please see:
Mobility assessment of plans for Musicon:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor3Mobilitetsvurderingafplanerfornyudlagte
områder/MusiconRoskilde/
Mobility assessment of plans for new urban areas:
http://www.formelm.dk/Demonstrationsprojekter/Spor3Mobilitetsvurderingafplanerfornyudlagte
områder/

The main results of the evaluation:
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Are developed in a tool for assessing effects of mobility plan (VEMA) – by Tetraplan and part of
their consultancy service today.
http://www.formelm.dk/OmFormelM/GrøntMobilitetskontor/Vurdreffekterafmobilitetsplaner/
Are development in a guide for how to integrate green mobility: ’Comprehensive guide for
mobility management in municipal planning’ – by GATE 21 and Tetraplan
http://www.formelm.dk/Billeder/filer/mobilitetsplanlægningidenkommunaleplanproces.pdf

() No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The project was developed, implemented and evaluated among participants and feedback has
been incorporated currently.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

The municpal planners point to two key challenges for implementing the mobility
assessment plan:



It is difficult to reduce the parking capacity when huge parts of the area seems wellsuited for parking.
It is difficult to ensure the consultance of the mobility assessment plan in all
relevant decision processes, and to ensure that relevant stakes and considerations
are equilly balanced.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

It is of great importance for the case realizers that the demonstration projects’ effect transgress
the project period. They outline four scenarios for future effect/embeddedness.
9) New potentials emerge from the project and new funding is achieved
10) The established network becomes permanent
11) The municipality applies ‘mobility management’ in new contexts
12) The demonstration project was a single test that generates experience others can benefit
from. The valuable and personal based experience is reduced to tools and guidelines.
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
A new project (May 2013 - also by Formel M and GATE 21) ENDURANCE will continue the work on
adapting the European guide for Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMP) to Danish cities.
Experience from the present study is contributing to this work. At present this new project is
conducted as a course in Mobility Planning (incl. how to use VEMA) targeting transport planners in
smaller municipalities.
3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

The national planning systems are distinct and need specific adaption the deal with local/national
planning traditions.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

http://www.formelm.dk/OmFormelM/GrøntMobilitetskontor/Vurdreffekterafmobilitetsplaner/
http://www.formelm.dk/Billeder/filer/mobilitetsplanlægningidenkommunaleplanproces.pdf
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4. Energy neighborhood’s project

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name UNIVERSITY OF RUSE
Contact person PAVEL VITLIEMOV

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
ENERGY NEIGHBOURHOODS PROJECT
1.2. Implementing party/parties
ASSOCIATION OF BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES

1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
BULGARIA
12.2012-12.2013
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.energyneighbourhoods.eu/bg/home
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
LOCAL
1.7. Short description
The Energy Neighbourhoods project is about the organization of a climate bet between the public
authorities and their citizens.
Groups of households, the ‘Energy Neighbourhoods’, have to save as much heat and electricity as
they can by change of behaviour. If they save at least 8% of energy compared to the previous
heating period the municipality awards them a prize.
Energy Neighbourhoods are made up of 8-12 households with common interests. They can be real
neighbours or members of tenant associations, sports clubs, trade unions, NGOs etc. With “Energy
Neighbourhood” they develop to become "energy soul-mates" as well.
They will be supported by volunteer ‘Energy Masters’ who will be specially trained to accompany
and support them throughout their efforts to save energy. This support will be backed up by a Tool
Kit (incl. small scale energy audit, energy saving calculation and communication tools, campaign
materials) and constant exchange of experience between the Energy Neighbourhoods.
In parallel, a Local Climate Debate will be institutionalised where the participants can challenge
the authorities in their energy saving efforts and policies. This will guarantee the sustainability of
the process of bringing the ‘Kyoto Protocol’ into people’s living rooms as well as strengthening
local climate policies.

1.8. Target group
HOUSEHOLDS
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1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
15 000 Euros per behavioral change study
EC
related to energy efficiency that is perform
each year in the period 01.11-31.03
involving around 80 households
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation X
( ) Attitude
( ) Knowledge X
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour X
( )Sensitivity for social influence X
( ) Capacities for energy saving X
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
1. To work against the lack of motivation of tenants and home-owners.
2. To bridge the gap between theoretical knowledge and practical implementation
3. To increase householders' energy awareness
4. To create a radio effect by directly visible and traceable energy and cost savings in all
participating Energy Neighbourhoods
5. To work against "energy myths"
6. To improve the communication and cooperation between the municipality and its citizens
7. To overcome the lack of consideration of energy related issues

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
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Saving of at least 9% in energy sources used in current household for:
-cooking
-cooling
-heating
-hot water
-other appliances
The user interface indicates of how much energy various appliances use and for what purpose
(heating; cooling, cooking)
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure X
( ) Production and consumption X
( ) Energy supply X
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives X

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns X
( ) Education of citizens X
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors X
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
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3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes X
( ) No
( ) Partially
11.52% SAVE OF ENERGY
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes X
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
ENERGY SAVINGS OF UP TO 300 000 kWh
CO2 reductions of up to 89.12 t
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes X
By whom? – Plovdiv energy agency as participating municipality

Are the evaluation results available?
RESUTLS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES

At a time when energy prices are rising at an alarming rate, the Energy Neighborhoods project
helped households to understand the connection between their energy use, its cost and its
impact on the environment. They realized, with the energy efficiency advices given to them that
small changes in behavior, in the way they do things at home, really can reduce their energy
consumption and make genuine carbon savings.

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
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3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE “ENERGY NEIGHBOURHOOD” BETS;
DISSEMINATION TO SPREAD “ENERGY NEIGHBOURHOOD`S REGIONALLY
INCREASE IDENTIFICATION , AWARENESS AND ENTHUSIASM TO SAVE ENERGY

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
COST SAVINGS OF UP TO 40 000 EUROS (0.14 eu/kWh) (when involving 80 households)
the case study is cost-effective as cost saving 40 000 euros exceed the cost 15 000 euros to implement the
behavioral change study in 80 households in Plovdiv

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
FOLLOW UP PROPOSALS WERE SUBMITTED FOR EVALUATION
What I know is that Achieve project has been submitted and implemented as follow-up
http://www.achieve-project.eu/
3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

SUPPORT MATERIALS – NUMBER OF MATERIALS ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP NEIGHBOURHOOD TO
MAKE ENERGY SAVINGS:
DO-IT-YOURSELF HOME ENERGY CHECK
HOUSEHOLD METER CARD
ONLINE TOOL
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5. MOBI

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name UNIVERSITY OF RUSE
Contact person PAVEL VITLIEMOV

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
MOBI
1.2. Implementing party/parties
ASSOCIATION OF BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES

1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
BULGARIA
ONGOING
1.5. Case study website (if available)
https://www.facebook.com/play.mobi.game
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
LOCAL
1.7. Short description
Mobi is a project by the Intelligent Energy Europe programme that promotes and stimulates the
sustainable transport for employees. Each company or department can compete by itself or
together with another team, or group of friends.
The internet platform allows keeping a diary of the trips and thus the players can see the their
saved kilometres, saved expences and even carolies burned. Their "trainer"is Mobi who gives
them advice and ideas to optimise their trip.
The platform favours cycling, carpooling and walking, Each one of them gets higher score than
using a private vehicle.
*When participating in the MOBI game you will receive a tool to monitor the saved fuel, saved
expenses and kilometres and even the calories burned. The tool is extremely useful for
corporate social policies related to the environment and energy preservation.

1.8. Target group
LABOUR ACTIVE PEOPLE
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by
EC
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
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( ) Motivation X
( ) Attitude
( ) Knowledge X
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour X
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving X
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure X
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
A major objective of the Mobi project is to encourge the employees to use sustainable modes of
transport (cycling, walking, public transport, etc) while competing on an internet platfrom. The
result after the implementation of the project will be 20%-decrease of the individual vehicle trips.
App. 23 000 players
Saved 684t СО2
20%-decrease of the invidividual trips
Internet platfrom gathering data for sustainable trips
Comprehensive promotion of the sustainable transport modes
Promotional package for sustainable transport

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport X
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns X
( ) Education of citizens X
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors X
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes X (IN HOLLAND)
( ) No
( ) Partially
The comptetion in the Mobi project has proved results from the Eindhoven game where the player
have saved fuel for 4000€, there is 22% decrease of the trips in the peak hours and saved 4t CO2,
and burned over 122 000 calories. The Mobi motto is „Every 5 working days, try to travel
sustainably at least one“.
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3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes X
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?
RESUTLS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES
The main results of the evaluation

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
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3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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6. Living labs activities

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name UNIVERSITY OF RUSE
Contact person PAVEL VITLIEMOV

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
LIVING LABS ACTIVITIES
1.2. Implementing party/parties
UNIVERSITY OF RUSE/IVANOVO MUNICIPALITY

1.3. Country
BULGARIA
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
01.06.2008-01.10.2011

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
INTERNATIONAL
1.7. Short description
The Digital Environment Home Energy Management System (DEHEMS) project is an European
Union funded project (Grant Agreement No: 224609) looking at how technology can improve
domestic energy efficiency. The project partnership includes a mix of European local authorities,
private business and universities. The intention is to develop and test a home energy
management system for the home market using Living Labs in 5 cities across Europe.
The aim is to improve the current monitoring approach to levels of energy being used by
households, with an overall aim of reducing CO2 emissions across Europe. The project is
supported by the EU under Framework Programme 7.
DEHEMS aims to extend the current state of the art in intelligent meters, moving beyond energy
‘input’ models that monitor the levels of energy being used to an ‘energy performance model’ that
also looks at the way in which the energy is used. Bringing together sensor data in areas such as
household heat loss and appliance performance as well as energy usage monitoring, it offers real
time information on emissions and the energy performance of appliances and services. In turn the
potential exists to make changes to appliances/services remotely from the mobile phone or
PC. The system can also provide specific energy efficiency recommendations for the household.
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The potential is to personalize action on climate change, and so help enable new policies such as
Personal Carbon Allowances as well as supporting the move towards increased localized
generation and distribution of energy.
Meeting the research objectives identified above, the review of Cycle 3 has been undertaken
through the following activities:







Ongoing review of all Living Lab activities - focusing on resolving issues arising during
equipment installation & user support – fortnightly telephone conferences involving all
Living Labs and representatives from other work packages. A record of these meetings has
been maintained and is stored in the project’s document archive for reference by all
project partners
A major review at the end of Cycle 3 with all project partners. The lessons learned table
included as Appendixes arose from this session.
Regular monitoring of DEHEMS participants’ household energy consumption through
interrogation of the system database
Analysis of household survey responses & focus group transcripts
Other feedback from users recorded by individual Living Labs

1.8. Target group
HOUSEHOLDS
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by
EC
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation X
( ) Attitude
( ) Knowledge X
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour X
( )Sensitivity for social influence X
( ) Capacities for energy saving X
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other
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2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The project proposes to answer in this particular cycle and the expected knowledge contribution
from this cycle that have been effected through the DEHEMS system. The research questions are
as follows:
a. To what extent can the DEHEMS cycle 3 system contribute to users' changing their behaviour
resulting in reduced energy consumption and what are the key factors in the DEHEMS cycle 3
system that determine its effectiveness in encouraging the end users to change their attitudes and
behaviours regarding energy use?
b. In what ways and to what extent can community dynamics influence motivations to move more
towards more environmentally motivated behaviours?
c. What are the key factors that affect engagement over a longer period of time and allow it to be
maintained? Are there barriers?
d. What are the key factors in the DEHEMS cycle 3 system that affect acceptability to the end
users?
e. How important is it to measure gas consumptions besides electricity? In particular, how
acceptable are estimated gas usage figures in influencing users’ behaviours?
f. Online social networking - how effective is the use of online social networking in getting users
engaged in DEHEMS and how does this compare with engagement of users who are not involved
in online social networking.
g. To what extent has DEHEMS encouraged users to become more involved in their communities,
both online and off-line?
h. Is CO2 trading the 'right way' forward in order to achieve the objectives of the DEHEMS project?
i. To what extent can the DEHEMS carbon trading model engage users, and how is this likely to
support the creation of a CO2 trading market place or support trading activity that will encourage
absolute CO2 reduction?
j. To what extent has the technical apparatus of the DEHEMS system become 'domesticated' in the
homes and home life of the Living Labs participants, and how is such domestication affected by
individual's attributes (including gender, age group, and household role)?

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure X
( ) Production and consumption X
( ) Energy supply X
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives X

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns X
( ) Education of citizens X
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors X
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially X
Questionnaire respondents were asked to list up to four changes that they had made to their use
of energy as a result of being involved in DEHEMS.
92% of respondents reported behaviour changes as a result of DEHEMS (14 people stated “no
change”). The 169 users that did report a change provided details of a total of 366 new or changed
behaviours. The survey provided respondents with an opportunity to enter up to 4 examples and
almost 50% gave at least 2. This qualitative response provides a more powerful statement about
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the impact of DEHEMS than the energy consumption figures. It is, of course, difficult to judge
whether these behaviour changes are permanent but some of the changes listed will have a
significant long term effect on household energy consumption.

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes X
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
A clearer picture is shown if the qualitative evidence from users’ responses to open-ended
survey questions and from focus groups is included in the analysis of energy saving. It
shows that a significant number of users reported behaviour changes which will yield
considerable energy savings over time. These include:

There is also evidence of a “DEHEMS Effect” whereby participation in the project itself
changes users’ attitudes & behaviours. An example of this is shown by the total number of
users reporting that they had made efforts to reduce their gas consumption (67) as against
the number of users with gas monitoring (28).
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes X
By whom?
INVOLVED PARTNERS IN CORRESPONDING WP
Are the evaluation results available?
RESUTLS ARE AVAILABLE FOR BULGARIAN ENERGY AGENCIES
The main results of the evaluation

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
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o

Linking energy saving performance between different households by creating teams
(Energy Team Challenge) may impact on individual behaviour but the DEHEMS results are
not clear

o

Providing opportunities for people to discuss energy monitoring through focus groups was
valued by participants

o

Creating online communities through social networking increases information sharing and
DEHEMS Facebook users tended to consume less household energy than non-Facebook
users

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Most DEHEMS users remained engaged with the project until the completion of Cycle 3. For most
users, this involved a period of 10 months continuous participation. Analysis of qualitative
feedback provides evidence that most users valued the experience, despite some of the technical
difficulties associated with the equipment (e.g. battery failure). There were some users that
dropped out over this period and broadly speaking these fell into two categories: households
where circumstances changed and key people were no longer available to be engaged with the
project, and households where equipment consistently failed to perform or interfered with
existing broadband connectivity. These issues were particularly evident in data obtained through
the focus groups. There is also evidence from the focus groups that support activities provided by
individual Living Labs also had some impact on long-term engagement.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING
Facebook users were more engaged with DEHEMS than non-Facebook users (77% viewed their
energy data on Facebook during Cycle 3 compared with 65% of all DEHEMS users).
DEHEMS Facebook users came from a wide spread of age groups – including over 50’s
Facebook users were more likely to engage with other people in discussions about energy
consumption than other DEHEMS participants
Facebook users consumed less household energy than non-Facebook users
ENERGY TEAM CHALLENGE
Users reported that participating in a community-based challenge is just as effective a means of
promoting behaviour change as actually receiving an incentive
Participation in a community-based challenge makes users much more likely to view their energy
monitoring data (86% of Energy Team participants viewed their data on the DEHEMS dashboard
compared with 35% of all DEHEMS users
Most Living Labs did not bring their teams together showing that the above positive engagement
effects can be achieved with virtual communities
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
FOLLOW UP PROPOSALS WERE SUBMITTED FOR EVALUATION

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

I CAN PROVIDE THE PROJECT CYCLE ANALYSIS REPORT IF INTERESTED BY ANY PLEEC PARTNERS
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7. Offering regional energy advisory services for citizens

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
City of Jyväskylä
Contact person
Lauri Penttinen, Central Finland Energy Agency

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Offering regional energy advisory services for citizens
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Central Finland Energy Agency, as a part of the national scheme funded by the Ministry of
Employment and the Economy and local municipalities
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2010 1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.kesto.fi (the Central Finland Energy Agency pages, in Finnish)
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Central Finland Region
1.7. Short description
The aim is to offer fair and unbiased energy advice to citizens free of charge, covering the whole
Central Finland region. The service launched as a pilot project in 2010 – 2011. Enduring energy
advice funding was established in 2012 and has continued since, with the ministry funding
available up until 2016. The national level scheme is coordinated by the national energy agency
Motiva. Also, Central Finland municipalities and the regional union have significantly participated
in funding the services. The services include advising through telephone, email, meetings, various
sorts of events, as well as internet information pages (both regional and national level pages
available) and Facebook. The subjects of advice are energy efficient construction and renovation
of houses, related regulation, methods of heating, as well as energy efficient living and building
maintenance. Advice and training is also offered to municipalities’ personnel who work with
citizens in energy issues (such as construction and renovation regulation and permits). To reach
the citizens and other important actors, an extensive cooperative network has been created
including municipalities, associations and companies, who help in delivering the message to
citizens and cooperate in events and other activities. As a result, citizens in Central Finland are
better informed to make energy efficient and environmentally friendly decisions. Also, a lot of
experience and know-how has been gained on different activities to advice and educate citizens.
1.8. Target group
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Primary target group citizens, but also municipalities, associations and companies acting as an
important “gatekeeper” to reach citizens and affect their behavior.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
Roughly 100.000 € annually
the Ministry of Employment and the Economy, local
municipalities and the regional union
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To offer fair and unbiased energy advice to citizens free of charge covering the whole Central
Finland region. By this, citizens are better equipped to make energy efficient and environmentally
friendly solutions. Also, arranging the funding and resources to secure the continuation of services
to citizens.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Offering fair and unbiased energy advice to citizens, free of charge, covering the whole Central
Finland region. Offering advice through many kinds of channels, activities and media, and learning
from the best practices.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

The number of citizens advised and reached through different channels, events and media.
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x ) Production and consumption
(x ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
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3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom?
The methods, quality and effects are reported by the energy agency and followed by the regional
steering group, as well as through bi-annual reporting to the national coordinator Motiva. Reports
are not available to public.
Are the evaluation results available?
Yes.
The main results of the evaluation
The advice has been quite versatile, covering different channels, activities, events as well as active
media cooperation. Versatility of actions and good media cooperation is essential to reach a wide
group of citizens. Compared to the budget, a good amount of citizens are advised and reached.
Per year, personal detailed advice (through phone, email and meetings) is offered to around 110
citizens, whereas events reach over 2000 and internet-pages ca. 10 000 citizens. Through tens of
media articles and ads, tens of thousands citizens are reached.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

Information on the advised citizens has been collected from 2012, but their feedback has not been
systematically collected and evaluated (yet). In general, people are very pleased to receive free,
impartial and competent advice.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Defining the best methods to offer advice and creating the needed cooperation network and
visibility among citizens has taken a lot of work. A lot of different kinds of activities and events
have been tried, and learning from the experiences has been done. The most important lessons
have been that events do not effectively gather people without the right timing, place, marketing
and cooperation, and interesting themes considering the target group(s). Advice has to be actively
marketed through media and events, and brought to events where people go, preferably of the
same theme (building, home, energy..). Visibility among citizens grows gradually, and needs longterm consistent work and marketing.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

The amount of citizens advised and reached has grown over the years, due to persistent
development of activities, marketing and cooperation with different actors. Also, effective ways to
reach and advice people have been defined, contributing to more efficient use of resources.
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Resources have been quite small, considering that the advisory services are targeted to cover the
whole central Finland region. The circumstances have forced to be efficient. Also weighing by the
amount of events, consumers reached and media hits, the activity has been quite efficient.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Offering the advisory services will continue at least up until the governmental funding is available
(until 2016).

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Funding has always been quite scarce. When the need for energy advice was recognized at the
national level funding became available, but has been decreasing during the last years because the
government and municipalities are cutting their budgets.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

No material in English available.
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8. Senaatti governmental properties user electricity saving project

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
City of Jyväskylä
Contact person
Lauri Penttinen, Central Finland Energy Agency

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Senaatti governmental properties user electricity saving project
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Senaatti Properties
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2010 1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.senergia.fi/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
National
1.7. Short description
Senate Properties is a government owned enterprise managing 11 500 buildings owned by the
Finnish government. These buildings serve as working premises for tens of thousands government
employees in Finland. As buildings are coming increasingly energy efficient, the electricity use of
users commands ever larger share of buildings’ energy consumption and saving potential. As much
as half of modern office building’s energy consumption can come from users’ electricity
consumption.
In its buildings, Senaatti every year implements electricity saving projects that seek to engage
people to save electricity in their workplaces. Central methods in this are communication affecting
people’s conceptions and attitudes, and stimulating personal involvement so that people can see
the effects of their behavior, receive energy saving tips and discuss on issues related to energy
use. The measures include information events, dedicated website and information displays, and
follow-up meetings. The core of the intervention is offering timely consumption information,
information if the consumption has decreased or increased and comparisons between different
workplaces. The dedicated website also includes saving tips, blog, expert articles, user polls,
energy quiz and news. As a part of this, Senaatti has introduced a comic figure “Iceman” to
educate people on the level and effect of their consumption and give energy saving tips. The
project currently includes over 70 buildings around Finland.
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The aim of the projects is that people pay attention to their behavior and change their everyday
routines, enabling permanent change towards lower electricity consumption. Simultaneously,
proper maintenance of the buildings is ensured as it significantly affects the electricity use.
1.8. Target group
Employees working in the Senaatti buildings
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
Senaatti Properties
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x) Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
(x) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The overall goal is to save electricity used by in their buildings.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Raising awareness, educating and involving building users to save electricity in their workplaces.
Creating positive image for Senaatti properties and workplaces.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

Saved energy, money and reduce CO2-emissions, visits on the dedicated website.
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
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3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
Senaatti Properties monitors their buildings and through that receives feedback on energy
consumption, as well as forwards the information to the building users and maintenance.
Are the evaluation results available?
Yes, some public results are available.
The main results of the evaluation
Informing building users can lead to significant electricity savings in workplaces.
Electricity consumption in the buildings covered by the project has decreased 5 - 7 % (in other
Senaatti buildings around 2 %). The resulting monetary savings are roughly 300 000 € per year.
Also heat and water consumptions have decreased. An important result is that the specific
electricity consumption (kWh per m2) that has been creeping up since the 1970’s has finally
started to decline.
Also, the www.senergia.fi website has gathered tens of thousands visitors and received good
feedback from the users.

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The www.senergia.fi website has gathered tens of thousands visitors and received good feedback
from the users.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Not identified.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

Please see the previous points 3.3 and 3.4
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Please see the previous point 3.3 on monetary savings. When extended to a large volume of
buildings, the savings are large and cost-effectiveness good.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The case is still ongoing.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Energy costs and environmental issues have become very important factors in real estate
management, and also people in workplaces are increasingly interested in these.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

The “Iceman” figure and animation showing the situation in Jyväskylä court and police building,
indicating that electricity consumption is at/below the target level (www.senergia.fi).
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9. City of Oulu building supervision office – guiding towards
sustainable and energy efficient built environment

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
City of Jyväskylä
Contact person
Lauri Penttinen, Central Finland Energy Agency

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
City of Oulu building supervision office – guiding towards sustainable and energy efficient built
environment
1.2. Implementing party/parties
City of Oulu
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2000 1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.oulu.fi
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
The City of Oulu has set as its target to offer extensive guidance for its citizens and professionals to
build sustainable and energy efficient new buildings that go beyond the current regulation and
towards the future level of renewable energy and energy efficiency. This is implemented through
the services of its building supervision office. Citizens building small houses receive free (included
in the building permit fee), and proactive guidance, training and tools from the experts to ensure
high technical and architectonic quality of houses. The guidance starts from an early phase of
building planning process, and includes also the professionals involved (such as architects and
building designers). Citizens are guided to build best quality low energy houses and that have
flexible energy solutions, thus enabling turning them into near zero energy houses in the future.
District heating is favored when it is available (utilizing local fuels), and in the areas outside the
network hybrid heating and electricity systems are favored.
The office also defines best practices and concepts how to integrate local RE sources into
buildings. The services also include guidance for citizens planning energy efficiency renovations.
Furthermore, guidance and training is offered to building sector companies and professionals to
further ensure the good quality in planning and construction.
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In Finland, the Oulu guidance model is considered to be a unique and an exemplary way of how
city officials can offer services to citizens and professionals and support creating energy efficient
built environment. The model also contributes to implementing the energy efficiency agreement
made by the city and reaching its energy saving objectives (as a part of the national energy
efficiency agreement scheme).
1.8. Target group
Citizens, building sector professionals and companies
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
100 000 € / year
The City of Oulu
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
(x) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To offer extensive guidance for the citizens and professionals to build sustainable and energy
efficient new buildings that go beyond the current regulation and towards the future level of
renewable energy and energy efficiency.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Promoting quality, energy efficiency and renewable energy sources in new buildings, especially in
small houses, and also in renovations. The key is not to force, but to raise awareness and
knowledge so that people realize the results and significance of their decisions in the long run, and
thus become motivated and willing.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates
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To build energy efficient and high quality buildings that exceed the current level of regulation.
Number of houses built, citizens, companies and professionals reached, the amount of energy,
money and CO2 emissions saved, and the cost-effectiveness per the service costs.

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
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3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
The results are evaluated regularly by the building supervision office.
Are the evaluation results available?
Yes.
The main results of the evaluation
The sum of results in new small houses built 2005 – 2011: energy savings and emission reduction
in the lifetime of houses (50 yrs) is 2790 GWh and 726700 tonnes respectively, and the resulting
savings in annual energy costs are 6,68 M€.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

Not known. But the results in numbers indicate success.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Not identified.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

When offered right kind of guidance, information and tools, people are willing to build more
energy efficient and better quality houses than the regulation demands. Monetary savings and
payback times are important. The results have to measured so that the success can be identified
and communicated to the city organization and stakeholders. The will of the city leaders (officials
and politicians) is important in order to get the needed budget and mandate to offer the service.
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Considering the 50 year lifetime of houses, one year of guidance service produces 20M€ of energy
cost savings. Compared to the cost of producing the service (100 000 €/a), the cost efficiency is
very good.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The case still continues.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

In Finland, the Oulu guidance model is considered to be unique and an exemplary way of how city
officials offer services to citizens and professionals and support creating energy efficient built
environment. Yet, because of cities’ budget and resource constraints, not many have managed to
follow the example. Also, many building supervision officials see that their function is only to
ensure that buildings fulfill the requirements of law and regulations, not to offer extensive
guidance that seeks to go beyond the minimum requirements.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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10. RES evenings for house owners

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Valonia
Contact person
Anne Ahtiainen

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
RES evenings for house owners
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Valonia
1.3. Country
Finland
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
2005 -

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
National
1.7. Short description
Different sources of energy for heating is represented to single family house owners, focusing on
renovations of old systems. Positive and negative aspects of different energy sources, investments
and energy price is also important.

1.8. Target group
Single family house owners
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
20 000 €-80 000 €/year, depending on the
Ministry of employment and the economy
Ministry
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
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( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To give independent and neutral information to those who are thinking about changing their
heating system.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing
Promoting renewable energy sources

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

10-20 occasions/ year, each including 20-40 participants. Only information is given, no further
analysing
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x ) Production and consumption
(x ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( x) Subsidies and financial incentives
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( ) User fees and penalties
( x) Public or private investment
(x ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
(x ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
refund of the tax for the external work

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
(Goal: To give independent and neutral information to those who are thinking about changing
their heating system.) Updated information about heating systems and prices was given to the
target groups3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( x) Yes
( ) No
(x ) Partially (please specify)
Information was given many ways in different occasions.
Number of changed heating systems is not registered by municipalities or other organizations
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation
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(x ) No

3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
It is important to have neutral information and in such way that common people understand the benefits
but also the negative aspects of the different heating systems.
Feedback is collected on a few occasions, when the event involved using wood in fireplaces. Feedback was
very positive and the need of advice is strong. Over 80 % answered to change their wood burning habit for
ex. how to start fire
In the RES evenings there is usually lot of discussion and people were anxious to tell about their experiences,
but also their problems with their current heating systems. Costs of investment and energy, and also
payback times are important information.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The information is easily understandable even for those who are not so technique-oriented.
Even if the house owner has already decided what energy source he is going to use, the
information about different energy sources, what has to be taken into account, when renovating
old system, is very important and interesting.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
The evenings are usually organized by a local association for house owners, so the lecturer doesn’t have to
do everything by himself. It’s cost effective and also the evenings have more participants.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Yes, the feedback from the participants is very positive and the information is said to be useful to them.
As long as the marketing of the RES evenings is responsibility of the associations, the cost effectiveness is
good, and you don’t have to have lot of participants. 30-40 participants is also a suitable group for
conversation.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
No.
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3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

The interest of participating these evenings depends a lot on the age of the district, so how old the
houses in the target area are. And also the price of heating oil has a great impact on the interest
towards new heating systems.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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11. Eco support training

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
city of Turku
Contact person
Stella Aaltonen

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Eco support activities
1.2. Implementing party/parties
City of Turku, Valonia, Turun Seudun Jäte
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2011 1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.ekotuki.net for registered users in the city of Turku
www.ekotuki.fi for general eco-support users
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
Ecotraining, including basic information about the city, energy consumption and efficiency, waste
and water management, mobility management, sustainable procurement
Montly informations and clarifications on different items, pilots in different parts of the city
1.8. Target group
city employees and employees in concern companies, who are interested in increasing the
environmental awareness in their working places
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
50 000 €/year
city of Turku
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
(x ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
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(x ) Laws and or regulations
(x ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Every office/working place in the city organization and city concern companies should have their
own eco-support person.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
Promote sustainable development in the city organization, increase value based behavior, increase
awareness on environmental impacts
Quantitative objectives
Energy usage and the comparison to previous usage
Material usage and changes in procurement patterns
Mobility patterns, increase in bus card usage, bicycle usage, decrease in own car usage, increase in
shared car usage
Increase of cases about environmentally friendly behavior changes in different media sources
published by the city or city concern companies
Number of certified units in the city or city concern
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
(x ) Technical infrastructure
(x ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
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2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(x ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
(x ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Financial incentives: employee parking places in certain areas are now charged from the employee
salaries
Procurement: in internal system of purchase, the environmentally friendly goods are visible to the
persons ordering from the system, certain items are environmentally friendly
Information/lobbying campaigns: Eco-support persons montly information letters contain many
lobby materials for use, two editions of montly information calendars have been published (May
2013-June 2015)
Education of citizens: through the eco-support persons the messages reach over 12 500 citizens
and also the children in day care, schools and higher education places, health care centers etc
Cooperation of different actors: Eco-support activity cooperates with many actors locally in the
trainings and information bulletins, it has a constant cooperation on national level with the six
largest cities and their coordinatiors.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x ) Partially
Not every office has its own eco support person yet, but the process continues steadily.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( x) Partially (please specify)
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The information and the meaning of eco support action has had a good visibility in city of Turku.
Measuring the impact of single trainings is only part of the story, true changes that occur after that
need a lot of time.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom?
1. 6 biggest cities in Finland carried out an environmental attitude evaluation in year 2011.
2. Johanna Korpikoski has evaluated and compared the case against similar in Helsinki, Espoo
and Oulu.
3. After each training and after each year the activity is evaluated by the participants.
Are the evaluation results available?
1. http://www.turku.fi/public/default.aspx?contentid=350316&nodeid=4911
2. http://netku/Public/download.aspx?ID=202170&GUID={630B6623-881B-4913-A7CDA549F2EDBA78}
3. The evaluation results are presented in different decision making bodies, among
politicians, through agreement processes and visible in the internal ekotuki.net portal.
The main results of the evaluation
1. The core value, sustainable development is not visible at all in the city of Turku. A lot to
improve on this are in comparison to other cities – eco-support just started at that stage.
2. In city of Turku more focus needs to be put on increasing the level of knowledge on the
manager/superior level, integrate the eco-support actions into personnel development
discussions, work profiles and integrate the persons into larger development areas in the
units.
3. Steady process is visible, more focus needs to be put on practical activities that can be
carried out in each unit, need for more materials for different target groups.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
The trainings score high on return on the investment scales, meaning that each of the training sessions has
significantly increased the knowledge levels of the participants. The information activities that support the
action also get high credits and also the opening rate/usage rate is high with over 65%,

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
In this situation when the city has to save money, it’s not easy to stand up for extra cost for
trainings and keeping up the network of trained people. It needs lot of work to show the benefits
of this action, even though they are quite remarkable.
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3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
Trained persons are mostly quite active and also have good ideas how to make the change happen in their
office or working place. The success is based on enabling the eco-support persons to carry out small changes
in their own working places.
The work carried out in Turku is a case study in many publications, such as:
http://www.tekes.fi/u/Kestava_maankaytto.pdf page 31
http://www.yhteinenkasitys.fi/julkaisu page 101
http://ec.europa.eu/clima/publications/docs/campaign_mobile.pdf page 181

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Yes. For example, in year 2012 the energy savings created by the actions is greater than the money invested
in these activities. Note also that the reputation and the appreciation given to the activity comes in addition
to this and this in long run results in many further savings.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The trainings and the action continues, that in itself is a great result.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

The results are not isolated from the society and the general media exposure. It has become easier
to raise up sustainability issues as the climate change has come closer to the everyday life of the
citizens. Also there is more awareness of the value based management and this enables it in the
city of Turku and in its concern companies.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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12. Cycle to work

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Valonia
Contact person
Reetta Taponen/Paula Väisänen

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Työpyöräile! Cycle at work!
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Valonia
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2012-2013
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.valonia.fi/tyopyoraile, www.facebook.com/tyopyoraile
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Regional
1.7. Short description
Designed bikes were loaned to companies for a month to be used during the working days, when
going to meetings and other errands. The loan obliged the companies to comment in
facebook/tyopyoraile. Included also lot of pop up campaigns and infos for companies’ empolyees.

1.8. Target group
different working places and companies
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
40 000 €
Finnish government, LVM, YM
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
(x ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
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(x ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To promote the possibilities of sustainable mobility during the working day
The aim of the Työpyöräile! campaign was to increase the amount of cyclists and to provide
delightful biking experiences. Workplaces in Southwest Finland could borrow bicycles during a one
month period and share their experiences on social media. The bicycles were used on workrelated trips, for example when going to local meetings as well as trips during lunch hours.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
To give information and possibilities to employees and companies about using bike for business
trips
The aim was also to test the suitability of Facebook as a marketing tool.

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

20 working places

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives
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( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
(x ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Health issues

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
The working places had got some experience on how to promote cycling and other sustainable
ways of going to meetings during the working day. And also what it needs to make it as easy as
possible.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The interest of working places was woken to promote sustainable moving habits.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom?
project personnel
Are the evaluation results available?
yes, MAX SUMO
http://www.motiva.fi/liikenne/viisaan_liikkumisen_edistaminen/viisaan_liikkumisen_hankkeet/liik
kumisen_ohjauksen_ohjelma/rahoitettavat_hankkeet_20122013/tyopyoraile!_uusia_kulkutapoja_elamaan
The main results of the evaluation
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Cycling at work needs lot of promoting to become more acceptable for employers. The benefits of
cycling and walking during the working day also need to be promoted.
( ) No

3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
The employees found biking easy and normally even a faster way to go to meetings. The bikes were also
very loved and even had “a life of their own”. In the facebook there was even “a diary of the bikes” including
“dates” with each other. The employees did enjoy themselves with the designed bikes.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The winter time is quite challenging for cycling. The campaign got lot of good publicity and it was
very positive.
1193 km by bikes, compensated car kilometers 393, 12 companies have purchased/considering of
purchasing company bikes or promoting sustainable ways of moving to meetings during the day.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
The facebooksite worked well and the employees were quite active on commenting there.

Social media is an effective way to promote bicycle sharing. On the Facebook a little campaign can
get enormous coverage. It had about 757 “likes” in the facebook. 66 media hits, cover 300 000
citizens, radio campaigns, cover 19 000 listeners.
This case got a place in the Motiva’s (Finnish national energy agency) Book of Ideas (16 bike at work)

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
When excluding investments of the bikes, it was very cost effective and positive campaign.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
No, but same ideas has been used later as a part of different sustainable mobility management
projects.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

This campaign was something new and also a positive way to promote sustainable mobility for
companies. The time was “right” for this kind of campaign.
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3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

ECOMM Call for papers from Paula Väisänen
case card, Max sumo
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13. Watt work party

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Valonia
Contact person
Anne Ahtiainen

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
WATTITALKOOT
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Valonia, Turku Energy, Adato Energia
1.3. Country
Finland
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
2011

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
Energy efficiency training for representatives of private housing companies (one-two apartment
houses).
Pilot study in which a co-operative concept for providing energy efficiency services for households
is tested in the field.
Partners were a local utility, local energy agency and a national information and tool provider.

1.8. Target group
Households, who are living in a block building.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
15 000 €
Adato Energia and Turku Energy
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
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( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To have a league of forerunners, example house holds for others
To test a new version of Sähkötohtori, tool for household to evaluate their electricity consumption
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing and in single households.

Promoting different tools or indicators for households to encourage them to follow and analyze
the rate of consumption.
Encourage partisipants to act as peer group/ person

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

not measured

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x ) Production and consumption
(x ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
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2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
(x ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x ) Partially
- Goal was to achieve 100-150 people, but only 15-20 participated
- Pilot version of Sähkötohtori was tested but not completed when the project ended
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( x) Partially (please specify) We didn’t get as many households to join the project as we wanted.
Usually the households involved are quite aware of their consumption.
Promoting different tools or indicators for households was ok. They learnt to use the tools and
were able to teach other persons to use those too.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Adato Energy, the coordinator of this project
Are the evaluation results available?
no
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The main results of the evaluation

(x ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

Information needs to be tailored to meet the customer circumstances, the more personal the
better.
The material used should give a picture of savings that are possible but also savings in money.
There must be experts who can explain when behaviour or technology is the best way to save
energy.
People already interested in energy saving have rather low electricity consumptions and creating
new ideas was not so easy. Or the ways were expensive, ex. to add insulation, change heating
system…
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
In the first meeting there was negative atmosphere about the electricity market. Information on
energy efficiency alone is not enough. With the help of a local energy adviser with practical
experience we were able to revert the negative atmosphere into a positive one during the
evening.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

Testing the sähkötohtori –tool. There was help to test the tools and ask from experts when they
had problems with the tools. We got many ideas to make it better and update it.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
No.
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3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

No effects

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

-

poster
Co-operative Concept for Providing Energy Efficiency Services – pilot Field Stydy: paper
from Virve Rouhiainen , coordinator of this project.
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14. Cycling Strategy - Stoke-on-Trent City Council

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Stoke-on-Trent City Council
Contact person
Sebastien Danneels

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Cycling Strategy - Stoke-on-Trent City Council
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Stoke-on-Trent City Council
Civic Centre
Glebe Street
Stoke-on-Trent
ST4 1RN
UK
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
UK
1997 to now
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.stoke.gov.uk/ccm/navigation/leisure/cycle-stoke/get-cycling
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
City-wide
1.7. Short description
The development of a Cycling Strategy maximises the role of cycling as a transport mode
and discourages unnecessary use of cars.
1.8. Target group
All citizen in the City
1.9. Budget
See in paragraph 1.10

1.10.Financed by
European Regional Development Fund via the
Greening for Growth which included
Greenways. Greenways are off road paths,
such as alongside rivers, canals and disused
railway lines, for cyclists and pedestrians.
Greening for Growth invested £2.6 million to
improve over 30km of Greenways in North
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Staffordshire as well as some major
infrastructure developments such as bridges
Use of Integrated Transport Block funding
from the Department for Transport for capital
works.
Various grant funding largely from the
Department for Transport, for example for
cycle training.
£4.8m funding from Cycling England (part of
Department for Transport) to develop Stokeon-Trent into a Cycling Town (2008-2011).
City Council revenue resources for
management and maintenance of the cycling
strategy and the cycling network.
Developer contributions and obligations to
provide and improve parts of the cycle network
and infrastructure.
Sustrans – sustainable transport charity for
cycle infrastructure, such as links to schools,
and promoting cycling resources.
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
() Motivation
() Attitude
( ) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To increase number of bicycles users around the city.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
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E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Healthier citizens
Better air quality due to less car on the road
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

Length of cycle path increased in the city

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
() Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
() Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
() Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
() Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
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3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
() Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Throughout the cycling strategy we have counted the number of cyclists in and out of our City
Centre (Hanley). This count has been completed in the Spring of each year. As shown in the graph
below these counts showed a decline in the level of cycling. When setting a target in for our 20062011 Local Transport Plan (LTP) we aimed for no reduction in cycling levels from the 2003/04 level.
This followed Government (Department for Transport) guidance for what was considered a
‘stretching target’. The work on the cycling strategy then started to show some positive results. In
2008 we successfully bid to Cycling England to become a ‘Cycling Town’ and received £4.8m of
extra funding to boost our Cycling Strategy, branded Cycle Stoke, with the aim of doubling cycling
levels over the next three years (by 2011). Extra monitoring also meant the City Centre counts
were also conducted in summer, autumn, and winter. These extra counts show that, whilst cycling
levels are affected by the different seasons, in particular the very cold 2009/10 winter and spring,
the level of cycling is increasing. A full evaluation of the Cycle Stoke programme has been
commissioned by Cycling England. This will be done through post-intervention surveys and
analysis of wider monitoring data.
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3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
() Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
In 1997 Stoke-on-Trent had:
 No cycling strategy
 No cycle lanes
 No officer commitment

2005/06
Q1

2006/07
Q1

2007/08
Q1

2008/09
Q1

2009/10
Q1

2010/11
Q1

2011/12
Q1
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No political support
No cycle map
No cycling promotion
No school cycle storage
Low levels of cycling

In 2011:
 Cycling strategy in place
 New infrastructure - over 160 kilometres of cycle routes
 Cycling promoted through Workplace and School Travel Plans
 Rail Station Travel Plan (a demonstration project)
 Strong cycle training programme
 Cycle maps and guides
 Cycle rides and activities
 Marketing and promotion of cycling
Achieved by:
 High level of commitment
 Smart use of funding
 Working in Partnerships
 Development of knowledge and expertise
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
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3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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15. Walk & cycle to school

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Eskilstuna kommun
Contact person
Ann Gustafsson, ann.Gustafsson18@eskilstuna.se

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Walk & cycle to school
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Town Planning Department and the schools of Lundby, Tunafors, Skogsängen, Odlaren and
Djurgården.
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Sweden
2005-2008
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.eskilstuna.se/sv/Trafik-och-infrastruktur/Trafik-och-parkering/Trafik-iskolan/Ga-och-cykla-till-skolan-/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
The project has worked with road safety along school routes and attitude and behavioraffecting efforts. The overall objective has been to reduce the number of school kids that go to
school by car and make both them and their parents aware of the impact car driving has on
climate, health and safety around the schools. Efforts have also been done to encourage school
staff to choose
other means of transport than the private car to and from work.
Methods used in the project were for example:
- Examination of the pupils way to school,
- Cycle pools
- CyGo, a school bus in form of a chain of cycling and/or walking children
- Seminars for parents and school staff
1.8. Target group
Schoolkids and their parents, preferable kids 9-12 years old + school staff.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
6 Mkr SEK or 644 000 Euro. Half of that is 50 % each from the city of Eskilstuna and
investments in physical measures that’s
Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
only partially is a due to this project.
1.11.Which deternimants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
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(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behavior
(x)Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organizational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The overall objective has been to reduce the number of school kids that go to school by car and
make both them and their parents aware of the impact car driving has on climate, health and
safety around the schools.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing






Reduce carbon emissions, congestion, and noise from car traffic.
Improving health through increased walking and cycling among school kids and
school staff.
Increase safety on school routes.
Changing travel behavior and raise the status of walking and cycling especially among
young people, but also school staff and parents.

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

Reduce school kids commuting by car with 10%
Reduce school staff commuting by car with 6%.

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
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2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behavior
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
(x) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
 Meetings with parents and school kids
 Education about why it is good to walk and cycle to school instead of go by car
 Education in traffic safety and why you should use reflexes in the dark hours
 Education in eco-driving
 Competitions between the classes in cycling and walking to school
 Inventory of school routes
 Seminars for the staff in environment, health and economic benefits with the
alternatives to the car
 Cycle pool for kids and staff
 CyGo, a school bus in form of a chain of cycling and/or walking children
 Enhanced lighting installed at crossings to improve road safety.
 Shrubbery has been cleared and lighting has been
 Closing of a road behind the School
 Splitter island has expanded at crossings
 Safe Xross has been installed
It is hard to say exactly why these instrument were chosen. They were developed in a
brainstorming process when we started the project. Many of your type of instruments above
was not an option in this kind of project like fees, subsidies, financial incentives and
procurement.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Overall goal
The overall objective has been to reduce the number of school kids that go to school by car and
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make both them and their parents aware of the impact car driving has on climate, health and
safety around the schools.
=> This was measured through surveys so we know that fewer school kids go to school by car and
from the surveys after our meetings with the parents we also know that they’ve got more
knowledge about the impact from car driving on safety around schools, health and climate.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
Reduce school kids commuting by car with 10% => Achieved, 18 % less is commuting by car.
Reduce school staff commuting by car with 6%. => Achieved, 25 % less is commuting by car
This was measured directly after the project was finished. Because it was only one project we
didn´t allocate resources for a later follow up.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
There was no external evaluation so the city made all the work.
Are the evaluation results available?
Yes.
The main results of the evaluation
See the achieved objectives.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
The evaluation only covered traveling patterns and not how satisfied they were with the project. The project
leader Ann Gustafsson however, says that it was mostly positive comments and that many of the parents
was satisfied that their voices were heard. It has been a while since the project was finished so it is hard to
remember exactly what the impression from the target group was.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Under the project it was a political decision to get all school kids free monthly tickets at the public
transport. Obviously it made it a lot harder to work with cycle and walking.
Many schools outside the project showed interest and wonder why they couldn´t participate. As a
response to that we started a network for traffic delegates from other schools. They didn´t get as
much help but we had, and still have, regular meetings with them to educate them how they could
work with traffic in the school. We also have different tools that they could borrow to help them in
the education.
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3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
It is really important to focus on the school staff and get them to enjoy the project. They are the key to
wider and more sustainable results. The principal must give the school staff mandate and time to work
within the project otherwise it is a big risk for failure.
The work to reach the parents were helped due to the schoolboards decision with mandatory education in
the evenings The approach worked well and parents and their child had the opportunity to get shared
information/ knowledge. Use the children as a stepping stone to the parents.
Work with one-two school at a time so you really could focus on them.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Hard to say. The project reached its goals but we haven´t compared the cost with other energy/climate
project. Some of the things in the project should also otherwise been done anyway. Some of the measures
were investments in cycle paths, crossings and safer park environments. The design, magnitude and
development of these measures were affected by input from school kids and parents. Some of the
measures, however, would have been made anyway but on a smaller scale and in a different way.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The project were afterwards copied and used in other schools in Eskilstuna. The result was
also spread to other municipalities in Sweden.
Other found this useful mainly because car traffic around schools is a growing problem and
because we know that kids has to exercise more. When the schools have a car dominated
environment around the school the parents dare not to allow their children to walk or cycle to
school by themselves, instead the drives them to school. It thus leads to a vicious slippery
sloop downwards. This project showed ways out of this slippery sloop. It was also pretty well
documented and because it was because it was funded by the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency, it could spread through their extensive networks.
3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Swedish Environmental Protection Agency subsidized the project from a specific fund they
had for climate project in Swedish municipalities.
After that project we started a slimmed version for other schools called “School Travelling
Plan”.
A project like this is very time consuming and also rather expensive. Even if it is positive
economic results in the long run both money and staff are often caught up in urgent short
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term needs. Another problem with the project was that other school that weren’t chosen
complained and thought is was unfair that we focused so much on just a few schools.
We know that our slimmed version is less effective but more self-reliant. The output from the
slimmed version has, however, not been evaluated.

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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16. Commuter experiment with free monthly tickets at public
transport for car drivers

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Eskilstuna kommun
Contact person
Olov Åslund, olov.aslund@eskilstuna.se

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Commuter experiment with free monthly tickets at public transport for car drivers
(The case study look at both Eskilstuna and other similarly project in Sweden that has been
more evaluated.)
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Different municipalities in Sweden. Among them Eskilstuna and also different regional
authorities for public transport
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Sweden
In Eskilstuna between 20110630 - 20120630
1.5. Case study website (if available)
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local and/regional
1.7. Short description
At the start of a major change for the bus traffic in Eskilstuna the city of Eskilstuna and the regional
authorities for public transport (Länstrafiken) made a big promotion campaign for the bus and all
the changes that were made. It was made with both ordinary advertising in public spaces as well
as a letter to most of the households in Eskilstuna. In this letter there was an offer to get a free
monthly ticket at the public transport if you meet certain criteria (car driver, not customers today,
drive to and from work, aged 22-60 years) and agreed to answer an online questionnaire at the
beginning and end of the testing period.
It was around 15 questions with both background parameters (sex, address, age etc) and
questions about travel habits. In total around 1100 people answered the questionnaire.
There have been a lot of similar projects in other cities and region in Sweden. Most of them are
smaller with a more selected target group. Overall it is a pretty common and popular way to get
citizens to recognize the benefits of public transport instead of car driving.
1.8. Target group
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Commuters that go by car. In other similarly projects the target group has often been more
selected for example; commuter that goes by car in a specific neighborhood or working place.
The reason that we had a much broader target group was that the campaign was a part of a
major change of the public transport network with new connections and a changed bus
network. Because of that we used the same information channels for both the commuter
experiment and the information about the new bus network.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
520 000 SEK or around 50 000 Euro
The municipality and the regional authority for
public transport.
1.11.Which deternimants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
In Eskilstuna the overall goal was to get more people to use public transports and to get the
citizens of Eskilstuna to get a more positive feeling towards the public transport.
Other commuter experiment campaigns in Sweden have had a similar goal.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

See overall goal.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

Among 47 400 households should 5 % apply for participation in the commuter experiment (2385
households).
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(x) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Standard intervention with letters sent by mail, advertising on buses and billboards and press
release. Those who were selected got invited to information meetings so we could answer
their questions about the public transports and the project.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially
In Eskilstunas commuter experiment the goals were only partially achieved. Reasons for that
was because poor evaluation and also that it was harder than expected to find people that
wanted to join. 676 people joined the experiment. This is a good question that we actually
don´t have a good answer to. One reason could be that we had this gigantic target group and
therefore couldn´t adept the message to different groups. I also think it’s harder to get people
on the bus then on it is to get them on trains and trams. But it could also be a cultural issue
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where the inhabitants in Eskilstuna are more reluctant than people in other cities (maybe
bigger cities and student cities) to go by public transports.
In other regions and cities in Sweden the goals have most of the time been achieved by far. In
a report from the Swedish Transport Administration they stated that around 25 % of the
people who joins commuter experiments with free monthly tickets afterwards change their
travel behavior to more public transport instead of car. In the report 10 different campaigns
are evaluated. I think the main reason is that most of the other project has had a more specific
target group which is chosen because they have good communications with public transports
from their neighborhood and/or work place.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially (please specify)
Se earlier answer.
Over half in the selected group used their free monthly ticket (58%). As many as 46% have
increased their traveling during the test period and 14% have increased their travel after the
period.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
(x) No
We were planning to make a good evaluation, but the procured company made some mistakes
regarding selection and questions in the survey that made it impossible to draw as much
conclusions as we had hoped.
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

622 of 676 people felt that they could recommend the bus services to their friends.
See the answer above. Some complaints about late buses and high bus prices when the later
should get their own tickets after the test period.
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3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Try to do de campaign so you don´t interfere with the best cycling season.
I think you can get a rather good idea about this question from my answers on the other
questions. My main reason to choose this BAP is to get you some information about the national
survey for this kind of project. I actually think our example isn´t that good because we made some
major mistakes both with target group and evaluation. Overall, however, I think free monthly
tickets for car drivers are a good intervention which the national evaluation suggests.
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
Make a careful selection of the target for the campaign. The main advice is to make this kind of
offers for car drivers when you are starting a new bus line in a specific neighborhood or to a
specific work place. It is important that the new bus line has a good time table that is
customized for the biggest work place in the bus lines path. It could also be used before you
release a new kind of ticket.
To become a test traveler the target group must have car as main mode of transport and don´t
haven’t been a regular user of public transport.
Accessibility to public transport for the selected group has to be good.
.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Budget 520.000 SEK. For the campaign to go around, we needed to get at least 125 test travelers
to buy a Eskilstuna Card (625 SEK) for 7 months. If so we should get 546,000 SEK.
Unfortunately we don´t know how many of the test travelers that later bought a card so it´s hard
to say anything about the cost-effectiveness. But in the next question you could get a better idea
of cost effectiveness through the national evaluation of this kind of projects.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The Swedish Transport Administration has evaluated 10 different commuter experiment
with free monthly tickets to car drivers. The results are overall good and from the 10 different
projects they made a formula to calculate expected outcome if you were to do it on another
time.
CO2 saving per year one year after a commuter experiment:
Number of free monthly tickets (given to car drivers) x 0,23 x distance to and from work in
km* x 3,5 days x 42 weeks x 0,22 kg CO2.
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3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

No. Maybe the project have a limited number of occasions that it can be repeated but that is
the circumstance for most project that focus on behavior change.
If the target groups are different I think it can be used many times. However you also need the
make improvement in the public transport system otherwise you don´t have anything new to
offer. I mean this is when it´s comes down to it only a good way to make advertisement for a
new travel opportunity for the inhabitants in your city.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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17. Energy efficient companies in Eskilstuna

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Eskilstuna kommun
Contact person: Svante Sundkvist, Svante.Sundquist@eskilstuna.se

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study: Energy efficient companies in Eskilstuna
1.2. Implementing party/parties
The City of Eskilstuna and nine local industrial companies.
1.3. Country: Sweden
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
2009-01-14 to 2009-11-25
1.5. Case study website (if available) http://www.eskilstuna.se/sv/Naringsliv-och-arbete/Faktaom-naringslivet/Naringslivsutveckling/Energieffektiva-foretag/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international): Local in Eskilstuna
1.7. Short description
In 2009, the project “Energy efficient companies in Eskilstuna“ was implemented with the
purpose to reduce energy use in industrial companies in Eskilstuna. The project was based on
a working model for collaboration in networks between the city of Eskilstuna, energy experts
and nine industrial companies. Within the network, participants were offered training, tools
and support to jointly do an energy audit. In this way the companies raised their knowledge
and awareness energy They also discovered energy efficient tools and methods that are
profitable for them to implement. The nine companies have reduced their idling use of
electricity by an average of 33 percent.
1.8. Target group: Industrial companies in Eskilstuna.
1.9. Budget
144 000 SEK or around 14 000 Euro

1.10.Financed by
The county administration, the foundation of
Rekarne and the participation fees from the
companies.
1.11.Which determinants of behavior were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
( ) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
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(x) Capacities for energy saving
(x) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
(x) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Strengthen the companies competitiveness by streamlining and reduce their electricity and
energy use.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

The participating companies should streamline and reduce the electricity and energy use
by at least 30%.
12 companies should participate in the project.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x) Production and consumption
(x) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
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(x) Public or private investment
(x) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
The implementation was done in four blocks:
1. Initiation
2. Education, mapping and analysis
3. Development of Action Plans
4. In-depth skills and experience.
Between the blocks everyone worked at home with the tools they had learned about.
The first block included commercial recruitment and kickoff seminar.
Block 2 includes two full days education by energy professionals and after that the companies
would be able to make their own analysis of the potential for energy efficiency.
Block 3 includes half day and after that each company should make an action plan for energy
efficiency (Energy Plan) with the earlier energy efficiency analysis as starting point.
Block 4 includes five half-day meetings, each with a specific education and an exchange of
experiences in the major energy consumers as ventilation, heating, lighting and how to engage the
entire staff in a change process.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
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3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially (please specify)
A total of 136 efficiency measures were identified in the nine participating companies. Of
these, 72 was completed during the project time. This has meant that energy consumption has
decreased by an average of 33% per company. Unfortunately three companies didn´t
complete the project. Two of the three were bankrupted during the time for the project and
one choose to step aside. The major reasons for the bankruptcy was the recession under 2009
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
(x) No, not by an external part.
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?
• The project leader was well grounded in the industry and therefore the companies didn´t see it as just "a
new public projects"
• The leaders has been involved in the project which have helped to ensure that people with both expertise
and mandate could work with the tools and measures that were discovered during the project.
• Experienced project managers with different backgrounds.
• The project had access to a qualified support network consisting of Eskilstuna Energy & Environments (the
local energy company) department for energy services, researchers from Mälardalen University and the
regional business community.
• Both large and small companies were involved which meant that small businesses could learn from the
major who had greater resources and competence.
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• Eskilstuna Energy & Environment loaned instruments so that all companies had the opportunity to
measure their electricity consumption.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?
Yes.
One of the reasons for the cost-effectiveness is that the companies themselves have been responsible for
the work done on their respective companies.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The project was repeated in 2010 with 10 new companies. 8 of them stayed the whole project
this time and they reached about the same results as the former project.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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18. Environmental certification of Eskilstuna’s harness racing

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Eskilstuna Energi och Miljö AB
Contact person
Susanna Thörn

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Environmental certification of Eskilstuna’s harness racing
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Sundbyholms harness racing
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Sweden
2012-06-01-2012-11-01
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.eem.se/foretag/biopartner/ekotrav/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
National
1.7. Short description
Eskilstuna’s horse race track used a heating system based on fossil oil and direct electricity. In
cooperation with Eskilstuna Energy and Environment they built a local heating plant fueled by
wood pellets, they improved their waste handling system and certified the race track according to
the Swedish environmental certificate “Svensk miljöbas”. Through these activities Eskilstuna’s
horse race track decreased their emissions of carbon dioxide with 200 tons per year.
1.8. Target group
SME
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by
Eskilstuna harness racing and Eskilstuna Energy and
Environment
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
( ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
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(x ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Save energy and money. Implement environmental management system.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
(x ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
(x ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
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( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
More efficient heating system, implementation of environmental management system, saving of
200 ton carbondioxid per year.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom? Eskilstuna Energy and Environment

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

( ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The current board of Eskilstuna harness racing was very pushing in this work . When the board
were changed the work lost speed.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Yes, audit of the environmental management system in October 2013

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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19. Energy efficiency in planning, Porvoo Skaftkärr

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Turku University of Applied Sciences
Contact person
Heli Kanerva-Lehto

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Energy efficiency in planning, Porvoo Skaftkärr
1.2. Implementing party/parties
City of Porvoo
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.skaftkarr.fi/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local and national
1.7. Short description
One aim of the Skaftkärr – Energy efficiency in planning project was to develop energy efficient planning and
to find the means of planning to decrease the greenhouse gas emissions. There was studied the influence
methods in everyday practical planning.

1.8. Target group
Planners in national, regional and local level
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
?
Sitra, City of Porvoo, Posintra Oy, Porvoon
Energia Oy
1.11.Which deternimants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation
( ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
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( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To study how the planning practices could or should be developed so that the energy efficiency of planned
areas would be better.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
(x ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
(x ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
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( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
There was clearly pointed out that the whole planning process is vital and energy efficiency has to
be taken into account every planning level and at every planning phase. The co-operation of
planners, different regional and local authorities involving in planning, municipal energy
enterprises, other energy enterprises and Ministry of Employment and the Economy is very crucial
for the result. Also deep co-operation between municipal authorities in planning and in the
supervision of building is needed that the supervision and its reading are equal and promote the
fulfillment of the energy efficient plan. Only in this way the best result can be reached.
As a result, strength involvement of energy efficiency in planning requires changes in Finnish
legislation of land use and construction.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
(x ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The municipal energy enterprises and other energy related enterprises saw the project,
participation and co-operation positive for their operations and future development work.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
One challenge was to find the suitable and appropriate statistical sources for the different
calculations so that comparisons between the chosen alternatives in various field could be
possible.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

The project promotes national and regional and local planning practices in the future and the
results are vital for the cost-effectiveness of coming plans nationwide.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Changes in the Finnish legislation are needed.
Further development concerning practices and tools is made in the IDEAS project
(www.ideasproject.eu)
3.9. Comments
Calculation based energy efficient planning is quite a new point of view in planning and there
is no long-term monitoring information.

3.10. Attachments
Project report: http://www.sitra.fi/julkaisut/Selvityksi%C3%A4sarja/Selvityksi%C3%A4%2041.pdf
Project website: Planning documents
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20. The optimal use of hybrid buses

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Turku university of Applied Sciences
Contact person

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
The optimal use of hybrid buses
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Turun Kaupunkiliikenne Oy
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
2012-2013
1.5. Case study website (if available)
Not yet available, TransEco project www.transeco.fi
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
The project researches the energy and cost effectiveness and reliability of hybrid busses. The main
partners were Tampere university of Technology, Aalto university and Turku University of Applied
Sciences. In this project, the main task of Turku University of Applied Sciences was to carry out the
economic driving training for bus drivers.
1.8. Target group
Bus drivers of Turun Kaupunkiliikenne Oy
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
37 000 €
TransEco Research Programme, Turku Municipal
Transportation Authority, Turku University of Applied
Sciences

1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
(x) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organizational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organization (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
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( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The goal is to clarify if is it possible to get savings in fuel consumption by increasing general
knowledge of economic driving of bus drivers and by introducing bus drivers especially the way of
driving where the economy of hybrid technology is maximally exploited.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
What are the savings percentages in fuel consumption that can be reached? In former training
cases, the average decrease has been 20 % and the range of variation 10 to 40 % for
passanger car drivers. The range of variation depends on driving habits before training. For
bus drivers that are professionals and have been trained already in recently, lower savings
percentages were anticipated.

Quantitative objectives
To carry out the interactive and dialogic lessons in order to motivate bus drivers to adopt
permanently economic driving habits of hybrid buses.

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
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( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
(x) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Training of bus drivers

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
The economic driving training was arranged as planned and a decrease in fuel consumption as well
as better knowledge about economic driving habits among the drivers, were achieved.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
Qualitative objectives:
Main part of the bus drivers took the training in a neutral way, part of the bus drivers was
motivated during the training, and others saw it as a bothering factor.
Quantitative objectives:
9% decrease in fuel consumption was reached according to the monitoring system. The
decrease rate is not unambiguous because the consumption monitoring system was not
installed before the training but after the start of the training. 2 % decrease in fuel
consumption was reached according to the refilling data of average consumption.
This research, the economic and anticipating driving training concerning the whole personnel, give
5 percentage savings for the company. This is 46 000 € savings only in fuel consumption plus other
technical savings, for example brake costs. Because of the training, the travelling comfort has
raised reasonably, and this can be seen also in the bonuses paid by Turku Region Public Transport.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
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(x) No

3.4. Feedback from the target group
Feedback was gathered from bus drivers after the education. Others experienced the hybrid
busses positively and others negatively, partly because of their driving habits.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The reliability of hybrid busses was worse than expected. The hybrid busses did not function as
expected and the engine did not stop as often as expected at bus stops. The manufacturer was
informed about the problems and was interested in doing improvements in transmission software.
Hybrid busses had individual differences in functioning which was also reported to the
manufacturer.
The functioning of hybrid buses differs less from normal buses than most hybrid cars differ
from normal cars. The training concerning optimal driving habits of hybrid buses is mayb as
vital as the corresponding training for hybrid car drivers.
Because of technical problems, the consumption monitoring system could not be installed in the
hybrid buses before the training. The installing was done as soon as it was possible after the start
of the training.
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
Part of bus drivers were interested in the education in a way so that they did some extra work that
did not belong to them and for that reason the faced problems in stopping were partly diminished.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
The costs were as budgeted. The cost-effectiveness was ok and the budget was moderate.
Reduction of fuel consumption was achieved although the bus drivers had already have a training
from the manufacturer before the buses came into operation, so part of the potential for savings
in fuel consumption was taken in to use already before the project.
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3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The monitoring systems installed in buses during the project are still in use. The enterprise (Turun
Kaupunkiliikenne Oy) exploits the data coming from those and is monitoring the consumption.

3.9. Comments
The main effort here was to motivate the bus drivers to adopt economic driving habits
permanently.
The others are motivated and they experience that the lessons gave more interest to their work,
whereas the others consider the training and economic driving as bothering factors.
3.10. Attachments
The case report study exists. More about the project in website www.traneco.fi/en
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21. The kilometer race

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Turku University of Applied Sciences
Contact person
Martti Komulainen

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
The Kilometrikisa competition
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Pyöräilykuntien verkosto ry.
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
Continuing
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.kilometrikisa.fi
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
National
1.7. Short description
The Kilometrikisa competition is a playful team competition where participants cycle as much as
possible and register the kilometres. The competition has been arranged since 2007 but made the
final breakthrough in 2011.
The Kilometrikisa 2013 competition was arranged 1.5. - 22.9.2013 and the amount of participants
was 27 000 cyclists. The total amount of cycled kilometres was 27 800 000. According to this fuel
saving were 1 950 0300 litres and savings of carbon dioxide were 4 870 000 kg. Voluntary Red
Cross charity campaign got donations of 68 900€ from participating cyclists.

1.8. Target group
Different organizations, work communities, departments, NGOs, associations and all kinds of
teams
1.9. Budget
23 000 €

1.10.Financed by
Ministry of Education and Culture, Group of
enterprises (mostly raffled prizes),
Pyöräilykuntien verkosto ry.
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
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(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
(x ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organization (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The overall goal is to encourage people to use cycle in everyday life and in free time.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
To encourage people in different communities and teams to take part in the competition and
in this way to raise the team spirit and ones' condition.
Quantitative objectives
1) To cycle as many kilometres as possible and more than the year before and spare fuels and CO2
emissions.
2) To raise peoples knowledge about the Kilometrikisa competition.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
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( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Raising awareness about mobility and its effects

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
The Kilometrikisa competition was arranged as planned, new records were made and significant
amount new participants took part.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The quantitative objectives were reached, 30 % more participant and new record in cycled
kilometres. Nearly half of the participants were first timers so the knowledge about the
Kilometrikisa competition had increased.
Qualitative objectives were achieved through the quantitative objectives.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom?
The enquiry was made by the organizing organization Pyöräilykuntien verkosto ry. For the
enquiry, 1500 participants were chosen via random sample. The link to the enquiry was sent
by email and the reply percentage was 43. The same enquiry had been made in 2011.
Are the evaluation results available?
The results are available.
The main results of the evaluation?
1) During the competition: 65 % of participant cycled more than before the competition. This was
10 % more than in 2011. 87 % of passive cyclist participants cycled more than before the
competition.
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2) After the competition: 59 % of the cyclists raised their cycling amounts after the Kilometrikisa
competition. The result concerning “after the competition” situation was quite the same as in
2011. 65 % of passive cyclist continued the positive change after the Kilometrikisa competition. 16
% new passive cyclists were activated and positive change continued after the competition.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
The rights of team captains were in partly limited, for example the right to remove from the team
the 0-kilometre-cyclist.
The login information should be permanent and not be forced to create again in every
competition.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Nothing really unexpected matters have not happened. Surprises have been mostly positive in
nature, for example the enthusiasm of cities and municipalities to challenge neighbouring cities
and municipalities to the competition between them.
The biggest challenge has been to find time enough answer to the large amount of enquiries. Most
of them concern technical support of website service, new ideas and future hopes. 95% of the
enquiries are received via e-mail.
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
The basic idea works best, the playful competition really inspires people to cycle and to encourage
others to take part in the competition in the workplaces or in other communities. The positive
social pressure is a significant factor. Also the willingness of workplaces to reward their
participants has been very positive surprise.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
The production of Kilometrikisa competition in 2013 cost 0,85 € per participant. Also, via the
evaluation it has been shown that the Kilometrikisa competition promotes cycling. The
Kilometrkisa competition is in this sense very cost-efficient way to promote citizens regular and
active movement.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Feedback is gathered continuously and the website of the Kilometrikisa competition is
developed.
Reforms concerning feedback wrote below have been made and will be made before the
Kilometrikisa 2014.
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3.9. Comments
The atmosphere towards cycling in coming more and more positive.

3.10. Attachments
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22. Tartu Regional Energy Agency

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Tartu City
Contact person
Kaspar Alev

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study

Tartu Regional Energy Agency
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Tartu City Government,
Tartu Science Park
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Estonia
2009
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://trea.ee
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
City of Tartu, Tartu region. Southern Estonia
1.7. Short description
Tartu Regional Energy Agency (TREA) was founded in 2009 in cooperation of city of Tartu and
Tartu Science Park to promote sustainable energy and energy management in the region. The
agency concentrates on promoting energy management and relieving the key problems of
modern energy management: energy efficiency, sustainable transport and renewable energy.
Four areas that the agency concentrates on are: energy management in local governments,
increasing the efficiency of energy use in public sector and households, developing cooperation
between public and private sector and supporting local community in energy efficiency issues.
The agency employs a number of independent construction and energy specialists that provide
free consultation for the public. The agency acts as an independent consultant that has no
financial interests in offering a service or a technical solution. The consultations are mainly for
free and the agency is financially supported by the City of Tartu. So far the services are well
received by the public and interest in TREA is growing.
TREA also acts as an energy consultant for the Tartu City Government. TREA has created a
municipal property energy consumption database. The data gathered has been valuable in
investment decisions. TREA has also conducted analysis on different energy related subjects
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like overview of public opinion and behavior on sustainable energy in Tartu region and
overview of sustainable energy in Tartu region.
1.8. Target group
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by
Tartu City Government, Tartu Science Park
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(X) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
(x) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Promotion of sustainable energy and energy management in the region
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Improving energy management in local governments,
Increasing the efficiency of energy use in public sector and households,
Developing cooperation between public and private sector
Supporting local community in energy efficiency issues
Consultation time of citizens is 720 hours per year. Number of consultations in 2013 was 87. This
includes visits to the TREA office and also questions received by mail or phone. First 10 months of
2014 have resulted in 74 consultations.
In 2014 TREA calculated energy performance indicators for 38 public buildings owned by the city.
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TREA has created one energy management program for one public building in Tartu in 2013 and
will do so in 2014. The actual results of the program have not yet been calculated as the first
program is being implemented for the first time and second one will be implemented next year.
TREA is collecting energy consumption data for 89 public buildings. It is working on an online
energy surveillance application that will be open for the public, municipalities in Estonia and other
interested parties or individuals. The application will be connected with Estonian electricity
network provider and will provide users with possibilities of monitor its’ buildings energy
performance and compare it to a regional average and best performing building.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
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3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially (please specify)
The agency is providing assistance to the private sector, but not as much as was expected.
The agency is providing energy consumption analysis to the municipality, but keeps missing
deadlines.
Reasons for missing deadlines are unclear and can only be speculated. It is a combination of
internal management errors and fact that many of TREA’s employees are involved with other
assignments. There are between 11-13 people involved with TREA that fill 8 full workplaces. The
experts involved with TREA are highly recognized in Tartu area and are involved with projects and
institutions outside TREA.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
(x) No
The case is and is not evaluated systematically. It is a NGO and has its board. The activities and
results of TREA are evaluated by the board twice or three times a year. Even with results being
delivered later than expected, the results are beneficial to Tartu city government and especially for
the department of municipal property. Buying the type of services from the open market would
mean much higher cost to the city government. The interaction between two organizations is
much closer than number suggest and this could not be reached with a private consulting
company without great financial cost.
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.
No feedback is being collected.
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3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
As TREA is involved in a number of EU financed projects it is dependent on the success of the
applications it presents or is involved in as a partner. The year or two between two EU financial
periods are difficult to maintain its employees, keeping them in action and guaranteeing financial
income.
Electricity prices in Estonia are equal to Finland thanks to open electricity market. Tartu is covered
by district heating system that provides one of the cheapest services in Estonia. Low energy costs
are a reason that investing in energy efficiency is not financially efficient. This means lower
interest in specific solutions and fine tuning energy performance.
Upcoming reform in CO2 emission taxing might result in increase of locally produced electricity
price that might increase interest in TREA-s services. Any increase in rising energy prices will give
TREA an opportunity to receive more requests from the public. But it is also up to TREA to do a
better job of promoting it’s services.
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

The services for Tartu City government regarding energy performance of public buildings and
creating energy management programs are a success. Energy savings and monetary value are still
being measured. TREAS activity and services have created interest in other South-Estonian
municipalities like Põlva and Viljandi. TREA will be holding consultation sessions once or twice a
week in the named towns starting next year. Starting next year TREA will hold two courses for
school and kindergarten managers in Tartu for better energy management and better energy
behavior.
Success is that number of activities is rising. Public buildings are getting more attention that
current city government employees have not been able to provide. The city is still learning how to
make use of the organization and its services and cooperation is still developing.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Annual support from Tartu City Government to TREA is 34 000 euros. First energy savings results
are due in 2015 or 2016 when the updated energy management programs in public buildings have
been in effect at least 12 months.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The case has not ended.
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3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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23. Car Free Week

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Tartu City Government
Contact person
Jaanus Tamm

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Car Free Week
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Tartu City Government in cooperation with non- governmental organizations
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Estonia
From 2009 (every year)
1.5. Case study website (if available)
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
Since 2009, the Tartu city government is organized annually by the car-free week, which offers a
variety of light traffic and public transport promotional events. In the framework of Car-free week
in 2011 was carried out of the movement modes of the study, the results of which indicate that at
least 15% of respondents of car are using at that time, an alternative means of transportation.
1.8. Target group
Car drivers
1.9. Budget
1.10. Financed by
5000 €/per year
City
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation
( X) Attitude
(X ) Knowledge
(X ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
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( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Reducing car usage in city traffic.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
Promoting the usage of alternative ways of movement to cars. Usage of public transport and walking.
Aim is to decrease the number of cars in the city center and to promote alternative ways of moving .

Quantitative objectives
The growing number of non-motorized traffic (number of pedestrians and cyclists) and users of public
transport. There were no special targets set for campaign.
Aim is to decrease the numbers of cars, especially in the city center area and reduction of pollution
from car traffic.

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
( X) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
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2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(X ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(X ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( X) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s): The main instruments have been campaigns in radio and

on city screen and cooperation with NGO-s . There was organized in cooperation with
NGO-s workshops for childrens, trick-cyclist show, bike repair workshop, trick contest for
childrens, free guarded bike parking areas etc.
For car users offered a free public transport.
The main communication channel was a city web page.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(X ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Car usage is decreased and awareness of citizens is increased. Around 15% of respondents have

changed their everyday habits.

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( X) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
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The number of cyclists and users of public transport is increased. At least 100 car users have

changed their travelling habits during the campaign.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

(X ) No
There was reviewed 301 persons during car free day. 62,8% of respondents are in opinion that car
motorisation is a problem in Tartu. 23,2% of respondents move daily by car, 21,3% by public transport
and 18,6% on walk. The majority of car users in justifying the use of the car that the car is more
convenient and faster to navigate. The most part of respondents are in opinion that the quality of public
transport is relatively low (timetables are not suitable, intervals are too long, and tickets are
expensive...) and it is not attractive for car users. 20% of respondents use in car free day alternative
transport modes (walking, public transport) to cars. Mostly respondents expect better public transport
and new cycle roads.

3.4. Feedback from the target group
Survey results from 2011 show that 65% of respondents see a serious problem in motorization.
80% of respondents used alternative means of travel to car during the campaign. Target group
endorsed the event. Large part of car users brings the reason of car usage many needs to be done
during the day, and the number of movements can be made faster by car than by public transport.
The most active users of the car are families with children who must travel during the day in a few
different places (school, training, music school etc.), often located in different areas of the city.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
No special outcomes occurred, but we experienced that the most efficient is to close for few days
for cars some streets in the city center.
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3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
Distribution of bicycle accessories was very successful. During few hours was distributed 1000 rear lights for
cyclists who don´t have a light in their bicycle.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
There is made no calculations regarding cost –effectiveness of the case, but if we will estimate
how many car trips has been cancelled and due to that how much the total costs of fuel was kept
we can estimate that the case was cost-effective. We estimated that there was cancelled at least
200 trips per day. It means that probably this number might be around 40 000 trips per year.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Not in regular basis. Estimated is only the number of users of public transport. No plans to do a
follow-up study.

3.9. Comments
E.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial
situation in the country at the time? The public transport pricing is affordable. The number on
users of public transport is rising steadily. The number of cars has remained the same. Car is a

status symbol today in Estonia. From other hand our public transport system is not
developed yet enough to satisfy citizens’ everyday needs.

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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24. Fund KredEx

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Tartu City
Contact person
Kaspar Alev

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Financial support for apartment building renovation
1.2. Implementing party/parties

Fund KredEx
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Estonia
2010 – on going
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.kredex.ee/apartment-association/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Estonia
1.7. Short description
Most buildings in Estonia are energy inefficient. The average annual heating energy used in
the buildings is 200-400 kWh/m² compared to the figure in industrial nations with a similar
climate which is only 150-230 kWh/m². Thus Estonians consume more energy and also pay
quite a lot for it. Majority of Estonians live in Soviet era apartment buildings that have poor
construction quality and are inefficient. To encourage the apartment house associations to
invest in reconstruction the Estonian Government is providing the associations with loan
guarantees and investment grants.
Since 2010 it is possible to apply for the grant in the amount of 15%, 25% and 35% of the
total cost of the construction work depending on the level of integration in reconstruction of
apartment buildings. The main eligible tasks are:


insulation of envelope structures



exchange of windows and front doors



replacement or reconstruction of the heating system



reconstruction of the ventilation system or installation of a system with heat
recirculation



installation of equipment necessary for using renewable energy



reconstruction of the control system or drive of lifts
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design, project management and owner supervision.

91 apartment buildings received a grant during 2013 in amount of 2,707 million Euros. Tartu
received 11 grants in the amount of 486 thousand Euros. The investment grants total sum has
risen from 174 thousand Euros in 2010 to 2,7 million Euros in 2013.
1.8. Target group
Appartment building associations
1.9. Budget
2 707 000 EUR in 2013

1.10. Financed by
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
( ) Attitude
( ) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
Decrease energy consumption in soviet-era apartment buildings all over Estonia.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing
Increasing overall awareness of energy saving measures
Quantitative objectives
The building with a grant must deliver at least 50% energy savings in heating energy consumption.
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(x) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
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3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
Evaluations and research on data collected was commissioned by KredEx and executed by Tallinn
Technical university.
Are the evaluation results available?
Evaluation and researches are available on KredEx website in Estonian:
http://www.kredex.ee/energiatohususest/energiatohusus/uuringud/
http://www.kredex.ee/kredex/news/eur-45-million-saved-with-the-reconstruction-grants-forapartement-buildings/
The main results of the evaluation
Evaluation touches the construction side of the financial scheme. The research is conducted on
- current situation of apartment buildings,
- effects of renovation on energy efficiency and indoors climate
- attitude towards energy audit and it’s results
- promoting energy efficiency in apartment buildings
3.4. Feedback from the target group
Feedback to the financial support is positive. Many occasions show that the grant is a tipping point
in deciding whether to renovate or not. Not only has the grant effects on energy efficiency, but it
raises the apartment owners standard of living. People feel better about their apartment and the
building they live in.
Feedback from the target group shows that housing associations educate apartment owners after
the renovation works.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Feedback shows that energy price is not high enough for the renovation to give financial effect.
Energy consumption and money spent on energy is reduced, but as the grant covers only 30% of
the renovation costs, the final yearly loan payment is roughly the same as energy bill before the
renovation.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
Best results are gained in fully renovating an apartment building. Education of apartment opwners
is crucial for achieving energy efficiency goals.
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3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Data is not available

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Case hasn’t ended. The program is continued every year.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.

Online article: http://www.kredex.ee/kredex/news/eur-45-million-saved-with-the-reconstructiongrants-for-apartement-buildings/
EUR 4.5 million saved with the reconstruction grants for apartement buildings
An analysis of the condition of the housing stock and the effect of the reconstruction grants, conducted by
KredEx, showed that with the help of KredEX’ reconstruction grants, apartment associations have invested a
total of EUR 151.4 million into the renovation of apartment buildings. Investments made into apartment
buildings are large-scale and dependent on state grants for the reconstruction projects.
From 2010 to 2014, KredEx has allocated grants in a total amount of EUR 37.7 million. KredEx has helped to
renovate 663 apartment buildings with a total closed net area of 1.9 million square metres, which is 9.7% of the
total heated area of all the apartment buildings erected in Estonia before 1991.
“As most of the apartment buildings in Estonia date back to the Soviet era, the largest issue the Estonian
housing stock is facing is the high energy consumption of buildings, which, due to the heating cost, has a
significant effect on the financial situation of households. Most of the households in Estonia are living in
apartment buildings and as their reconstruction makes it possible to conserve heating energy, then it is a way
to significantly decrease housing expenses,” said Triin Reinsalu, head of the housing and energy efficiency
division at KredEx.
As a result of the continuous allocation of apartment building reconstruction grants, people have become better
informed and consequently the number of fully renovated apartment buildings has been increasing through the
years. When in 2010 only one apartment building (3% of the houses that received the grant) was renovated
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with a 35% grant, the year 2013 ended with 62 houses being fully reconstructed (61% of the houses that
received the grant).
The greatest number of applications for renovation grants were submitted in Harju County and Tartu County,
while the least applications came from Hiiu County and Võru County (table with the figures attached). The
analysis also showed that the decision to proceed with reconstruction works was influenced mostly by the price
of heating and the household income.
It is estimated that as a result of the renovation works the apartment buildings have managed to save 43% of
energy. In practice it means that the combined stock of apartment buildings reconstructed by the end of 2013
save an average of 60 GWh of heating energy, which is estimated to be equal to the total amount of heating
energy used yearly by the heating network of the town of Haapsalu. Given that the price of heating is EUR
75/MWh, it means that EUR 4.5 million was saved in a year.
The analysis is published on the web page of KredEx at www.kredex.ee.
Grants for the reconstruction of apartment buildings were allocated from the funds Estonia received from the
sales of the state’s pollution quotas to Luxembourg. It was possible to apply for a reconstruction grant of 15%,
25% or 35% of the total cost of the project depending on the extent of the reconstruction done on the
apartment building.
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25. Education and experience exchange activities

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Tartu City
Contact person
Kaspar Alev

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study

Education and experience exchange activities
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Tartu City government and Tartu Science Park
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Estonia
2012 - …
1.5. Case study website (if available)
2012: competition results: http://www.tartu.ee/?lang_id=1&menu_id=2&page_id=24554
2013: competition invitation: http://www.tartu.ee/?lang_id=1&menu_id=2&page_id=24743
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
City of Tartu, Southern-Estonia
1.7. Short description
Tartu City Government and Tartu Science Park held a training program “Energy efficient
building”. The program consisted of 12 courses lasting 8 hours each. The courses were free of
charge and although the courses were available for anybody interested in the topics, the
courses were targeted to people who have constant contact with energy costs or energy
efficiency in building and have a need for better knowledge in that area including engineers,
architects, property managers, property owners and other parties involved in designing,
constructing and managing a house or a building. Subjects of the courses included:


Politics of energy performance of buildings,



Energy performance and feasibility study of building,



Impact from of designing to energy performance of building. New ways in design,



Combined impact from techno systems and walls of building,



The impact from techno systems to the building,



Using different sources for energy production in buildings,



Alternative ways to energy production.

More than 160 people registered for the courses. Attendance at each day was over 100 people.
The updated and shorter version of the courses will be held again in 2014-2015.
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Tartu City Government has chosen to look for best practices in building energy efficiency in
Tartu and share the knowledge with the public. For this a competition is held each year. Citizens
and companies that have constructed or renovated a building in previous two years can present
their work for the competition. The aim of the competition is to look for best practices and good
solutions in buildings and houses that help the building to serve its purpose and at the same
time are energy efficient and/or innovative. In 2014 the competition is being held the second
time. 2013 presented the city government with a number of highly efficient solutions in private
and public buildings. The information about the competition and the winners is available on the
city’s website. Articles introducing the winners and their solutions were printed in 11
nationally distributed magazines. News about the competition and results were mentioned in
national TV channel. The competition is one of the first of its kind in Estonia and first one held
by a public authority. One of the reasons for the competition is to encourage soviet era
apartment building owners to renovate and invest in energy efficiency. The information about
the benefits and risks in investing has to be distributed to reduce fear and stimulate apartment
owners to invest.
1.8. Target group
Architects, designers, property managers, property owners, energy specialists in Tartu region and
Southern-Estonia
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
31 000 Euros
IEE
Tartu City Government
Tartu Science Park
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x ) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
(x ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(x ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
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2.1. Overall goal
Raise awareness of energy saving potential in Tartu and Tartu region.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Share best knowledge in Estonia with specialists in Tartu and Tartu region.
Share best practices in Tartu with citizens of Tartu, Tartu region, Southern-Estonia and Estonia.
Quantitative objectives
At least 760 attendances on the courses
15 applications for the competition
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(x) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
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3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
The goals of the courses and prize were met. The courses received very high feedback from the
attendees. Prize and the follow up activities of promoting the best solutions received positive
feedback from the public. Citizens and other organizations have contacted the City of Tartu about
the organization of the prize and possibility to get in contact with the winners.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The main goal for application courses was 96 hours of courses 720 unique attendants (60
attendants per course; 12 courses). The result was 1492 that is 12 courses and average attendance
of 124 per course.
Goal for the competition was 15 applications and 3 winners. The goal of 15 applications was
achieved in 2013. 2014 saw 8 applications.
It is difficult to say if the courses or the prize have led to new investments or better quality of
investments, or even better use of energy than before the activities.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
Are the evaluation results available?
The main results of the evaluation
(x ) No
The courses have only been organized once. Feedback from the attendance was vey high. The
courses resulted in very high interest and attendance reaching all of it’s goals.
The competition is evaluated after it is presented to the winners. The current results show that
the prize needs to promoted more and value needs to be added. The awareness of the prize is not
high enough and it is difficult to get people involved. It is much easier to involve organizations,
companies and enterprises than it is to involve private owners. In 2015 the competition will be
held 3rd time.
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

Feedback to the courses was positive. Topics were relevant. Content was highly valuable and
included new information. Courses were well organized.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
It is difficult to receive applications to the competition. A lot of the times owners of innovative
solutions or energy efficient houses do not want to promote their homes. It is lot easier to have
companies to join the competition then it is to include home owners.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

The courses were extremely successful. Attendees shower interest in joining further courses. The
courses will be continued in 2014-2015. The subjects will be reevaluated.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

The cost of courses per attendee is surprisingly low – prox. 4 Euros per attendee.
The cost of organizing the competition is not high. Promoting the results in media has a high cost.
There is a lot of room in making the promotion of the results more cost effective. The specific
target group can be specified more specifically. Following the specification, the means of reaching
the target group can be optimized.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
No.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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26. 033Energy

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Delft University of Technology
Contact person
Nico Nieboer

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
033Energy
1.2. Implementing party/parties
contractors, architects, bank, marketing bureau, municipality, university of applied sciences
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Netherlands
initiated in 2010, no fixed end date
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.033energie.nl
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
local
1.7. Short description
033Energy is a consortium of organisations, which operate under a trust whose board consists of
contractors, building advisors, installers, a marketing bureau, a bank and a university of applied
sciences. The consortium tries to invite homeowners to carry out energy investments in their
homes. This is done by several means, for example by so-called ‘energy ambassadors’, people that
stimulate energy investments by households in their own neighbourhood. The municipality has a
facilitating role; it has stimulated the parties to form a consortium and has agreed to support the
consortium, but it is not represented in the trust’s board.
1.8. Target group
homeowners, now also non-residential real estate owners such as schools
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
033Energy is a consortium of private
See 1.9
parties that regularly tries to collect new
funding. Subsidies have been granted by
e.g. the housing ministry (€500,000 for 3
years), the association of Dutch
municipalities and the city of Amersfoort.
These subsidies are always temporary.
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
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(X ) Motivation
( ) Attitude
(X ) Knowledge
(X) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(X ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
improving the energy efficiency of the housing stock in the city of Amersfoort
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfilment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

During the three years of the subsidy of the housing ministry, the goals were:
 to improve 2,000 dwellings to energy label B or at least two label bands more energy-efficient;
 to realise 20 energy neutral dwellings.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(X) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(X) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
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( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(X) Education of citizens
(X) Free market without political intervention (other than ad-hoc financial incentives)
(X) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
one-stop shop for homeowners

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Project is still running, but number of homes to be improved is already downturned from 3,500 to
2,000.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(X) Yes – the intended number in the subsidy period of the housing ministry has been attained
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(X) Yes – insofar that 033Energy was one the 14 cases in the evaluation report; the report did not
contain many data on each of these cases.
By whom?
Netherlands Enterprise Agency, part of the Ministry of Economic Affairs
Are the evaluation results available?
Yes.
The main results of the evaluation of all 14 cases (so not only 033Energy)
Large-scale improvement in the social housing stock is possible, but not among homeowners. It is
difficult to persuade them to carry out energy investments, despite many efforts that have been
made. A personal approach is very important, a uniform approach does not work.
( ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

-

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
A main challenge is to find a project leader that is able to motivate parties/persons to cooperate in
and with the consortium, and to unite people in their joint interests. The activities of 033Energy in
different neighbourhoods have shown good and, unfortunately, also less flourishing examples.
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

See 3.5: the person of the project leader is important.
In addition: the role of the municipality is to use the motivation that is in the market. Sometimes,
some seed money is necessary, for instance to stimulate a process that otherwise would probably
stop.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

The municipality does only have an annual budget of 75,000 euros for all climate goals, so not only
for 033Energy. Thus, the municipality is very reserved to finance the consortium and if it does, it is
only on an ad hoc basis. In addition, it must be very keen on the expected results.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
(The case has not ended, but still continues.)

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Using the “motivation that is in the market” (see 3.6) is rather general and seems therefore
applicable in many countries. At the other hand, the success can depend heavily on the willingness
of parties to collaborate and the willingness of homeowners to demand their products and
services. This could vary between countries, but even between neighbourhoods as well.
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3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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27. Cycling in Houten

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Delft University of Technology
Contact person
Nico Nieboer

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Cycling in Houten
1.2. Implementing party/parties
municipality
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Netherlands
(continuous, no specific start or end date)
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.houten.nl
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
local
1.7. Short description
The municipality of Houten (around 48,000 inhabitants) has an integral structure of bicycle paths.
Cars have to follow the two ring roads of the town and cannot cross the built-up area in between
these roads. The built-up area of the municipality has 130 kms of cycle paths.
The cycle paths were constructed during the extensions of the built-up area. Houten was once a
small village, but underwent massive extension in the 1970s and in the 1990s. In both ‘extension
waves’ special attention has been given to the structure of streets and cycle paths.
1.8. Target group
citizens
1.9. Budget
Costs per meter:
 construction cycle path (separated
from road): € 1,100
 construction cycle road: € 1,000
 application layer: € 500
 maintenance: € 10

1.10.Financed by
municipality

1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation
(X) Attitude
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( ) Knowledge
(X) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(X) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
(X) Other: modal split

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
promoting bicycle use, diminishing car use
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
(Source: Vision on accessibility municipality of Houten [Bereikbaarheidsvisie gemeente Houten],
2011)
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing






expanding the concept of ‘Houten Cycle town’ beyond the built-up area, especially by
constructing ‘top routes’ to adjacent villages The concept includes that the promotion
of cycle use is the dominant factor in determining urban form and structure.
improving cycle connections between station and several industrial areas
Rewarding cycle use for commuters by the participating companies, which ensured
that bikes were placed for their employees at the two train stations in the city.
improving parking facilities for cyclists in the city centre

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates




20% less car use in 2030 compared to 2011
at least 50% of mopeds and scooters electric in 2015

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(X) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
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2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
(X) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(X) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Public investment is dominant here. Regarding various policy options, cooperation of different
actors is needed (e.g. with companies regarding commuting traffic, other public bodies regarding
the construction of cycle routes outside the built-up area)

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(X) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Several reports have been written, but not very recently. Relatively speaking, the most evaluative
research is carried out in 2008 by a Master student, Brechtje Hilbers, entitled ‘The influence of the
spatial planning on bicycle use and health; comparison between Houten and Leidsche Rijn’. The author,
comparing a district in Houten with a similar district in another municipality in the region, found a
bigger share of bicycle use in Houten, but could not conclude that physical planning had influenced this.
There can be many other reasons (household mix in the neighbourhood, share of commuters etc.), but
these factors are not separately researched.

3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The present objectives in the ‘Accessibility vision’ of 2011 have a horizon beyond 2014; so it is too
early to draw conclusions. No ‘official’ evaluation has been done, but oral communication with
the responsible municipal officer revealed the following information:
 the construction of cycle paths to adjacent villages has largely been carried out;
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the project of offering bicycles at the two train stations for commuters has only been
carried out in a pilot with only a few companies;
improving parking facilities for cyclists in the city centre: The parking facilities for cyclists
have been extended, but it turns out that many prefer to stall their bike not there, but in
front of the shop that they visit. Nowadays, the parking behaviour of cyclists is felt to be a
bigger problem than the parking capacity for them.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

(X) Not in the near future
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

No feedback was collected.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
No challenges or unexpected outcomes mentioned in the reports.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

In the Accessibility vision (2011) the municipality of Houten states to be proud of its cycling
network, and wants to expand it. This success is not substantiated by figures nor other tangible
results.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Generally speaking, the maintenance of cycle paths is not very expensive. Based on data in items
1.7 and 1.9 of this report, it costs around €1.3m per year. But because the results are not properly
evaluated, the cost-effectiveness is unknown.
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3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
(The case has not ended, but still continues.)

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Compared to other countries, the bicycle is relatively often used for short distances in the
Netherlands.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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28. Smart living with energy

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Delft University of Technology
Contact person
Nico Nieboer

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Smart living with energy (”SLIM Wonen met energie”)
1.2. Implementing party/parties
contractors, architects, installation companies, other building parties
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Netherlands
2011 – 2013, continued in another form since then
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.slimwonenmetenergie.nl
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
in several municipalities
1.7. Short description
‘Smart living with energy’ (SLIM) is an association, consisting of consortia of companies for energy
saving measures (around 100 companies in the three initiating provinces). Each consortium is able
to offer a one-stop shop solution to homeowners. Municipalities have a facilitating role.
SLIM has been initiated by three provinces, which played a directive role in 2011-2013. The
province of Groningen was lead partner among these provinces. Since 2014, the main
responsibility is in the hands of the above-mentioned association consisting of consortia. This
association currently employs two persons: a lobbyist and a manager.
1.8. Target group
homeowners
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
For 2014 and 2015, a onetime budget of
three provinces and the three capital cities of these
€125,000 has been granted to the
provinces, from the EU funded INTERREG program
association of consortia.
In the period 2011-2013 €62.500 was
granted annually.
1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(X) Motivation
(X) Attitude
(X) Knowledge
(X) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
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( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
(X) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The general goal is the promotion of energy saving investments by homeowners. SLIM is part of an
overarching policy to improve the energy performance of the housing stock in the three
participating provinces. Until 2012, the ambition was to improve 100,000 homes, but this
objective was abandoned because it turned out to be unrealistic.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfilment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

sustainable transformation of the market for energy saving by reducing the segmentation of the
building sector as for energy saving
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

forming 6 to 9 consortia of building parties and consulting companies that develop innovative
energy saving concepts and that offer these concepts to individual homeowners, eventually
‘seducing’ them to invest in energy saving
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(X) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation etc?
(X) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
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(X) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(X) Information and lobbying campaigns
(X) Education of citizens
(X) Free market without political intervention
(X) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(X) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
13 consortiums have been subsidized, which was more than the envisaged 6 to 9 consortiums.
These 13 consortiums include 90 companies. However, the overarching goal of improving 100,000
homes (SLIM can be seen as part of an overarching policy to improve the energy efficiency of the
housing stock) has not been attained.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(X) Partially (please specify)
A condition for consortiums to be eligible for subvention was that they succeeded in improving at
least 20 homes with two label bands within the subsidy period.
In reality, 780 homes have been improved, of which 414 homes with two or more label bands.
Unfortunately most of the contacts between the consortiums and potential customers
(homeowners considering improving their homes) did not result in a commission. Homeowners
turn out to be hesitant in this respect.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(X) Yes
By whom?
An internal evaluation has been held; a brochure has been devised to publish its results.
Are the evaluation results available?
The above-mentioned brochure was used for this case study report. A telephonic interview with
the responsible provincial officer was held to gather additional data.
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The main results of the evaluation
See 3.1 and 3.2.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The participating companies were generally satisfied, but at the end of the project there were
several complaints about the EU accountancy rules, especially from companies that had not
complied with these rules. Relevant in this respect is that the subsidy largely originated from an EU
funded project.
Confidence and belief in the concept was a key factor. Companies that had this belief were willing
to communicate and to collaborate with parties that could otherwise sometimes be their
competitors.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
One could argue, rightly or not, that the subsidization of consortiums is an inappropriate
government intervention in the market and, moreover, a violation of European norms on
government support, but in the project this issue has never caused a problem.
A positive unexpected outcome was the involvement in a recent (September 2013) national
agreement on energy efficiency, which created new possibilities for the market (think of a new
(national) budget for energy improvement by homeowners).
3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

See 3.1 and 3.2: there has been movement towards collaboration between different parties in the
market.
Municipalities embrace the project and continue to support it.
There are still new consortiums formed.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

This point has not been evaluated.
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3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
As mentioned in 1.7, the province of Groningen, together with two other provinces, have handed
over the project direction to an association of consortiums. This association currently leads the
case.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Confidence and belief in the project are key factors. Communication with both building parties and
potential consumers is essential. Although many efforts on this were made in the past, this could
even be intensified.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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29. Energy cooperative Dordrecht

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Contact person

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Energy cooperative Dordrecht
1.2. Implementing party/parties
an energy company plus the municipality of Dordrecht
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Netherlands
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.energiedordrecht.nl
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
local
1.7. Short description
An energy company plus the municipality of Dordrecht have a formed a local energy cooperative,
which is active in energy supply and energy saving promotion. Examples of these promotion
actions are:
• ‘sun atlas’ (appropriateness of roofs for solar panels);
• tailored advice on energy saving measures for 25 euros per home.

1.8. Target group
citizens, but mainly homeowners
1.9. Budget

1.10.Financed by
an energy company plus the municipality of
Dordrecht
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(X ) Motivation
(X ) Attitude
(X ) Knowledge
(X) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
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( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(X) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(X) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal



improve 2,000 dwellings to energy label B or at least two label bands more energy-efficient
20 energy neutral dwellings

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(X) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
(X) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
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( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(X) Information and lobbying campaigns
(X) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Project is still running, but number of homes to be improved is already downturned from 3,500 to
2,000.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

( ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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30. “Spring vacation for the car” campaign

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
TUAS
Contact person
Martti Komulainen

1.Case description
1.1. Title of case study
“Spring vacation for the car” campaign
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Helsinki Region Transport (HRT)
1.3. Country
Finland
1.5. Case study website (if available)

1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Spring 2013 and 2014

1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Helsinki region
1.7. Short description
With this campaign, Helsinki Region Transport wanted to get the private car drivers to try public
transport, and to offer a travel card for the new customers that could be ordered via the Internet.
The travel card was then delivered to the home and it was loaded with two weeks use travelling
credit. The campaign travel cards were available for order between dates 8th of April and 12th of
May in 2013.
The campaigns’ model corresponded to the campaign in Gothenburg (Sweden), where it has been
carried out few times. http://www.vasttrafik.se/#!/om-vasttrafik/nyheter/succe-for-vi-alskarbilister--14-000-nya-kunder-i-kollektivtrafiken-/
1.8. Target group
The campaign and travel card offer was intended for the new customers who did not have a
personal travel card before or people who had not used theirs cards for three years. To get this
free travel card, the customer had to be 18 years old or older and be a resident in the Helsinki
Region Transport district. With the aid of this campaign, Helsinki Region Transport especially
hoped to get male car drivers to use public transport.
In the campaign, coverage in different media was invested in; newspapers, Internet, local radio,
advertisements it the streets and delivered advertisements. By delivering the travel cards to the
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home, the threshold was kept as low as possible and so even the laziest car driver could seize this
offer as the ordered, ready loaded travel card just dropped to their mail box.
1.9. Budget
2013: approx. 250 000, of which Ministery of
Environmental 40 000 €
2014: approx. 190 000, of which Ministery
of Environmental 70 000 €

1.10.Financed by
Helsinki Region Transport and the Ministery of
Environment

1.11. Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( x) Motivation
(x ) Attitude
(x ) Knowledge
(x ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( )Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The overall goal was to activate private car drivers, especially men, and to get them to try public
transport.

2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
To confirm the qualitative objectives, interviews were made in advance. In these interviews, it
became obvious that private car driving is experienced as a difficult and time taking way to travel.
A better way to promote public transport is to concentrate the communication activities to the
difficulties of private car driving, for example finding a parking place, queueing and car snow
clearance instead of acclaiming and applauding public transport. People who experience private
car driving as mentioned were the particular target group for this campaign. It was pointed out
that public transport can be easier, more carefree and a quicker way to travel.

Quantitative objectives
The objective was 7500 travel card orders. No goals were set for ordering cards post campaign.
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2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(x ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
Free travel card with two weeks travelling credits

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Campaigns overall goals was reached and the campaign succeeded better than expected
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
Qualitative objectives:
It is difficult to verify the qualitative objectives but when researching the campaign statistics it
can be concluded that the qualitative objectives were reached for the main part.
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Quantitative objectives
During five weeks campaign time, Helsinki Region Transport got 33 934 travel card orders and in
total 28 473 travel cards were delivered to those customers who fulfilled the criteria. The orders’
gender share was 63 % men and 37 % women. As one of the campaign’s main objectives was to
reach male customers, were the quantitative objectives reached for this part. The age range of
the orders was 15 % under 30 years old, 30 % 30 - 45 year old, 34 % 45 - 60 year old and 21 % over
60 years old.
According to a follow-up study (Webropol-survey, 5158 answers), 75 % of those who got the travel
card used it during the two weeks travel time. The share of orderers who did not use the travel
card was 25 % and their main reason for their action was inappropriate time, for example
vacation.
By the end of August 2013, out of 28 473 campaign travel cards, 9 976 of them were used for
further travel time loadings and the loadings total amount was 474 791 €. By the end of January
2014, Helsinki Region Transport furthermore sold tickets to the campaign travel card owners
approximately for the value of 1,5 million euros. By the end of August 2014 (after 16 months),
10 500 cards were still in use and the loadings total amount was 2,3 milloin euros. Nearly 40 % of
the campaign travel card owners were still using it.

3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x ) Yes
By whom?
There are campaign evaluation by IROResearch (May 2013) and AdProfit commercials
competition.

Are the evaluation results available?
Yes
The main results of the evaluation
In the IROResearch evaluation, the image of Helsinki Region Transport, the attention values of
advertising measures, images created by the campaign, thoughts raised by the campaign and the
answerers public transport use were evaluated. The advertising had been noticed well in different
media except Facebook. Advertising had been noticed in the stops and in newspaper and other
printed media. The total attention value of the campaign was 73 %.
“Spring vacation for the car” campaign won the AdProfit commercial competition in series ”The
best campaign in 2013”. In the competition, for example the profitability of the advertisement, the
strategy of the crusader and the overall business were evaluated. The jury of the competition
stated that “the campaign showed that there are private car drivers who are interested in public
transport and their habits can be changed when the constitutive barrier to buy a travel card is
removed. Helsinki Region Transport has learned to use marketing and to take advantage of the
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means of advertising and furthermore succeeded to do significant business with its own
campaign”.

( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The participants of the campaign gave invariably positive feedback. Negative feedback was
received from the people who were already Helsinki Region Transport customers. They thought
that they did not get enough customer benefits. Helsinki Region Transport has been developing at
the same time the “MyHSL” service and its customer benefits.
Because the campaign succeeded so well, it was decided it would be realized again in the spring
2014.
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
The biggest challenge was the huge amount of the orders and due to this, the delays in the
treatment of applications and preparing the cards. It was promised the cards be delivered in two
weeks but the delivering time drawn out to four weeks. To clear this out, extra personnel had to
be hired. Some of the vacant staff was against this campaign because they feared that extra work
had to be done, but the solution here was hiring extra personnel.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

The travel cards ordering straight to home via Internet worked well.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

The campaign objectives were reached cost-effectively, and the campaign costs were covered with
the new customers’ two months’ worth travel loadings.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?

Because the campaign succeeded so well, it was decided already in the autumn in 2013 that the
campaign will be redone. In 2014, the campaign is part of the KULTU project and mostly financed
by the Ministry on the Environments
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Prior to the campaign in the spring in 2014, Helsinki Region Transport studied by
interviewing middle-aged people why part of them experience the use of the public transport
difficult. The main difficulties were buying of the travel card, buying the right kind of ticket
and the use of the travel card reader. Also the unexperienced public transport user may easily
be anxious about failure concerning buying ticket and using it.
The campaign in the spring 2014 was especially aimed at middle aged people and senior
citizens because their use of public transport is lesser than in other age groups. The campaign
duration was between the 31st of March and the 13th of April. The criteria for getting the travel
card were the same as in 2013. Somewhat over 11 000 travel cards was delivered. 45 % of the
orderers of the travel cards were over 50 years. Again this time, the campaign pleaded well
with men, as 60 % of the orderers were men. After the two weeks free –phase, 4 544 cards (41
%) have been used for reloadings (11 569 loading actions). The total value of the loadings
until the 31st of August (in four months) was 288 700 €. As the campaign costs were 190 000
€, the campaign paid for itself in 1,5-fold in this time scale.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

In the August 2013, Helsinki Region Transport reported for the first time in 50 years that the modal
shift of public transport was growing faster than car driving in the Helsinki district. Particularly the
use of public transport amongst men was growing. In part, the success of the campaign can be
explained by the possibility to order the travel card via Internet straight to the home mail box and
the customers did not need to pick up the card from the service office. One of the participants of
the 2013 campaign even sold his/her car because public transport turned out to be the better and
easier way to travel daily.

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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31. Towards Resource Wisdom Trials in Jyväskylä

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
City of Jyväskylä
Contact person
Lauri Penttinen, Central Finland Energy Agency

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Towards Resource Wisdom Trials in Jyväskylä
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Several organisations from Jyväskylä
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
The duration of the trials was four weeks
(maximum), during the autumn 2013.
1.5. Case study website (if available)
In English: www.sitra.fi/en/ecology/resource-wisdom, http://www.sitra.fi/en/news/resourcewisdom/sitra-chooses-mass-information-resource-wise-housing-and-bus-transport-ideas
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
The decline in natural resources, growing population and climate change are all factors which are
increasingly forcing societies around the world towards wiser use of resources. Recycling-based
economies, energy efficiency and cooperation between companies to save raw materials should
become everyday activities. Furthermore, the wiser use of natural resources is becoming an
increasingly important asset in international competition.
In 2013, the City of Jyväskylä and the Finnish innovation fund Sitra launched a joint project
“Towards Resource Wisdom”, with the purpose of creating duplicable models for ecologically
resource-wise lifestyle in urban environments. By the end of 2013, 14 brief trials were conducted
in Jyväskylä with the aim of identifying good ways to save natural resources, reduce emissions and
increase the well-being in the region. The ideas came from citizens in a search for suggestions run
by Sitra.
The Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) carried out a review of the trials, looking particularly at
their impact on greenhouse gas emissions and use of natural resources, while also accounting for
social effects. This case study report summarizes the trials that were assessed in most detail and
are the most relevant for the PLEEC project, i.e. where the aspects of energy efficiency and GHG
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emissions are tackled most explicitly: a public (bus) transport day (with the motto “Try at least
once”), LED-lighting housing company trial and water saving housing company trial.
Based on the review, three pilot projects were selected for further development based on trials
conducted as part of the Towards Resource Wisdom initiative run by Sitra and the City of
Jyväskylä: Bussiloikka, aiming to increase public transport use, Resource-Wise Housing, which is
related to green living, and Massainfo, which aims to rationalise the use and logistics of soils.

1.8. Target group
For the public transport trial, the target group was citizens of all age; for the LED-lighting and
water saving trials, the target group was the two housing companies included in the trial.
Furthermore, the aim is to disseminate the information to spur nationwide duplication of the
actions done in the trials.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
The maximum budget per trial was 8000 €
Sitra
(incl. VAT)
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
(x) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
(x) Sensitivity for social influence
(x) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
(x) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
(x) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To create and test duplicable models that will provide the basis for an ecologically resource-wise
lifestyle in urban environments.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

To increase motivation, awareness and capabilities of citizens on resource-wise lifestyle in urban
environments, and to test and prove the opportunities to reduce emissions and resource use in
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everyday life. Also, one objective was to engage citizens to participate and create a culture of
open-minded fast trials to see what actions work (and have clear positive impacts) and what do
not work (or have very little impact). Rather than having large scale pilots and campaigns from
scratch, this is seen as a good way to start testing something new.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

To examine the impacts of different activities on environmental effects, particularly those
concerning climate and use of natural resources.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
(x) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behavior
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(x) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
(x) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):
In the public transport trial citizens were offered the opportunity to use public transport for free
for one day, the LED-lighting trial included a lighting solution implemented at a housing company,
and the water saving trial included information campaign and closer monitoring of water use for
the residents of a housing company.
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3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
Models to increase resource efficiency were successfully trialed, yielding concrete results and also
potential for duplication.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(x) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
Motivation, awareness and capabilities of citizens were increased and proven opportunities to
reduce emissions and resource use in everyday life were found. Also, tangible quantitative results
were attained and the benefits of creating open-minded fast trials to see what actions work were
proven.
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
The Finnish Environment Institute (SYKE) carried out a review of the trials, looking particularly at
the impact on greenhouse gas emissions and use of natural resources, while also accounting for
social effects.
The evaluation report is publicly available on the Sitra website
www.sitra.fi/julkaisut/Selvityksi%C3%A4-sarja/Selvityksia75.pdf
News article in English www.sitra.fi/en/news/resource-wisdom/sitra-chooses-mass-informationresource-wise-housing-and-bus-transport-ideas
The main results of the evaluation
The public transport trial was very effective, more than doubling the public transport passenger
volumes on that day (with more than 15 000 passenger increase) and reducing GHG emissions to
60% of normal levels. Yet, the evaluation mentions that compared to free public transportation,
better cost-benefit ratio can be usually found through effective information campaigns that turn
private car users into using public transportation.
The two housing company trials demonstrated how relatively small acts by housing companies can
make a clear difference in energy use and water consumption. It was estimated that LED-lighting
reduced the trial housing company’s energy-use for lighting by up to 75%. In expanding the use of
LED lighting in housing companies, the activity of the company’s board and residents is seen
important. Although the change was relatively simple, the residents were very interested to
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participate and discuss about the issue, and the use of external experts was found to be
important. As a result, the residents as well as the neighboring houses gained awareness on LEDlighting. Using designers to improve the aesthetics in lighting is very important and can further
increase energy savings, as can the use of smarter control systems.
In the other trial, the housing company managed to reduce its total water consumption by close to
20 %. Although the level of water use in the building was already relatively low (115 liters per
person in a day, compared to the national average of 155 liters), significant decrease was still
attained through the campaign. The level of water use between persons and households varies
significantly, and having individual water meters in every apartment was perceived very important
to enable awareness and motivation to save water. As a result, continuous monitoring,
comparisons and competitions on water use efficiency between households are seen effective
ways to induce behavioral change. Usually monetary savings are also apparent and act as an
effective motivator.
In both of the housing company trials, the role of the building manager as a “gatekeeper” was
identified to be crucial.
Also the benefits of creating open-minded fast trials to see what actions work were proven.
Instead of making heavy pilots, investments and consumer campaigns with unpredictable results
and success from scratch, one can and should first try test the ideas and approaches with real
people and circumstances in a quick and inexpensive way.
( ) No
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

The citizens, associations and other actors were very active in suggesting ideas for the trials.
Dozens of suggestions were made at an open brainstorming event held in the spring of 2013. For
instance, numerous ideas were voiced regarding the use of food products classified by stores and
supermarkets as waste. In addition, people came up with ideas for collecting rain water for
irrigation purposes, recycling plastic goods and computers, establishing a market for local fish and
ways of making the journey to and from work more ecological. Also, a pilot project further
developed based on the trials, Resource-Wise Housing, gained a lot of attraction: altogether 24
housing companies enrolled as voluntary candidates to have resource efficiency pilots in their
buildings (from which 4 buildings were selected for the pilot).
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Not specifically known. In general, developing and carrying out the pilots had quite a tight
schedule, which called for quick decision making and problem solving.
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3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

See the sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Compared to the budget, a large number of trials were carried out and concrete information and
results were attained. Thus the activities can be considered cost-effective.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
Based on the review, three pilot projects were selected for further development based on trials
conducted as part of the Towards Resource Wisdom initiative run by Sitra and the City of
Jyväskylä: Bussiloikka, aiming to increase public transport use, Resource-Wise Housing, which is
related to green living, and Massainfo, which aims to rationalise the use and logistics of soils.
From these, the results, impacts and best practices of Resource-Wise Housing will be monitored in
the frame of PLEEC WP5.
3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

The current financial situation and the need to improve competitiveness both call for more
efficient resource use as well as creating a culture of trials to test and refine innovations. Also, the
positive social effects and increased sense of community implied in the trials are much needed and
asked for in the modern society.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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Energy efficient lighting – the housing company Aatoksenkatu 6, Jyväskylä (picture: www.sitra.fi)

The free public transport day poster (picture: Japa ry)
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32. Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Santiago de Compostela
Contact person
patricia.linhares@ingenieriainsitu.com

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Concello de Santiago de Compostela (Local government), INEGA (Energy Institute of Galicia), IDAE
(Institute for Energy Diversification and Saving), Xunta de Galicia (Regional government)
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Spain
2010 – ongoing
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://pmus.santiagodecompostela.org/
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (Plan de Mobilidade Urbana Sostible, PMUS) is a tool for improving
the quality of life of citizens through better transport conditions and mobility measures. These
improvements are mainly focused on small changes and the gradual awareness of citizens and
mobility management, which are expected to lead to a big change on the mobility pattern of the
city, reducing the impact of private vehicles.

1.8. Target group
Santiago de Compostela citizens and citizens from metropolitan area.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
104.237’29 €
Local and regional government, INEGA and IDAE
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
( ) Attitude
(x) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
( ) Capacities for energy saving
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( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
(x) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The goal is a sustainable behaviour of citizens in terms of mobility.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Environmental sustainability: energy consumption, noise and emissions reduction.
Social sustainability: equal opportunities, accessibility, road safety, habitable city.
Economic sustainability: shorter travel times with lower associated costs.
Technic sustainability: System adapted to the real needs of all social groups.
Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

Because of the general character of the plan, there are only qualitative objectives.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
(x) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
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( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
(x) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
(x) Other

Please specify on the instrument(s): Feedback, citizens express their opinion and after analyze it,
the local government made some changes in the mobility system of the city. It was done by
surveys before the redaction of the PMUS (6.253 by phone, 4.942 in public transport) for knowing
the behaviour of citizens regarding transport, and 450 more for knowing preferences in transport
(price, time, tipe of transport).
In the case of education, there were meetings with different stakeholders as the owners of the
shops of the historical city, taxi and bus drivers, and staff from college, etc. These meetings allow
the knowing of more opinions and the diffusion of good practices in transport between the
stakeholders.
There are some diffusion measures planned in PMUS, as annual promotion campaigns for public
transport, better identification of bus stops, but not for the PMUS as a global element.

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially
The use of certain sustainable means of transport, such as the bicycle, had not such a wide spread
as expected, due to lack of citizen awareness, climate limitations and quality of the service
designed. There is 141 rainy days per year in average at Santiago de Compostela. The city is not
prepared for the use of bike, it needs more bike paths, because at the moment is dangerous drive
a bike in some parts of the city because of the traffic.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
( ) No
(x) Partially (please specify)
Objectives are qualitative, it was achieved an improvement, but it is necessary to continue
improving the mobility system of the city.
As an example, the degree of coverage of public transport was increased, but the socioeconomic
environment didn’t allow a direct relation with an increasement of public transport use.
Another interesting actions were taken (public works in streets for example) but it is difficult to
quantify it.
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3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
( ) Yes
By whom?

Are the evaluation results available?

The main results of the evaluation

( X) No, because it pretends to include a lot of different aspects. It is considered too general to
evaluate.
3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

A feedback system was developed to allow the communication between the citizens and
organizations on this matter. The information received was used to design the improvements in
Mobility Plan and to explain the decisions taken. It was done by surveys before the redaction of
the PMUS (6.253 by phone, 4.942 in public transport) for knowing the behaviour of citizens
regarding transport, and 450 more for knowing preferences in transport (price, time, type of
transport).
3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Participation through the website was negligible (only 3 people upload their opinion); maybe the
diffusion of the web was too low or did not exist a motivation for citizen participation.
Nevertheless, many previous data about the transport behavior of the citizens and their priorities
was obtained through personal and telephone surveys were useful to the development of this
plan.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

Interviews with communities and organizations before the redaction of the PMUS (such as
companies, neighborhood associations, etc), which showed a strong involvement and proposed a
good number of ideas, were very fruitful for the design process and the improvement of the
measures.
Criteria for stakeholders selection was reach the biggest number of population as possible. The
methodology was personal meetings with associations, after these associations would contact their
members and finally all the ideas would be sent for evaluation.
Examples of some ideas and actions:
-Revision of bus timetables and routes: some ideas were implemented.
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-Ban of traffic in some parts of the city: in some cases it would be analyzed, others were denied
because they would create a traffic problem.
-More parking: because some of the goals is achieve a reduction in private vehicles, this idea was
denied.
-Modifications in traffic (directions, turns...): some of the ideas were studied previously and were
not viable, but other ideas were very interesting and will be implemented.
-Improvement of traffic infrastructure: because some of the goals is achieve a reduction in private
vehicles, this idea was denied.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

It is very difficult to quantify because some actions were taken that impact positively in PMUS, but
they were not planned in PMUS. PMUS is a transversal plan.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
The case is still ongoing.

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Financial situation might have had an effect on Santiago citizen’s behaviour, on behalf of public
transport versus private vehicles. Travelling by bus is cheaper than by private vehicle. Because of
the economic crisis, some people tend to use more the public transport, and even in some cases,
sell their vehicles.
3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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33. Bike rental service “Combici”

WP5

Case Study
Report
Partner name
Santiago de Compostela
Contact person
patricia.linhares@ingenieriainsitu.com

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Bike Rental Service ”Combici”
1.2. Implementing party/parties
Concello de Santiago de Compostela (Local government), TUSSA, TUIMIL Electricidad
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Spain
2008 - 2011
1.5. Case study website (if available)
http://www.combici.es/ (this site is no longer available)
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Local
1.7. Short description
Bike Rental Service”Combici” is a tool for the installation, management and maintenance of a
network of bikes for rent. During the 6 first months after the start of this program, the council
registered 2.794 shifts, mainly on weekdays, and 401 users. The daily average was 13 shifts of less
than 20 minutes length. The main goal of this service is to reduce the massive use of private vehicles
in the urban area and to offer a sustainable alternative transport system to the citizens.

1.8. Target group
Santiago de Compostela citizens, mainly the college students.
1.9. Budget
1.10.Financed by
150.000 €
Local government
1.11.Which determinants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
(x) Motivation
(x) Attitude
( ) Knowledge
( ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
( ) Sensitivity for social influence
(x) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
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( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
( ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
The goal is to reduce the use of private vehicle and even of public transport, in benefit of bicycle
transport.
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Qualitative objectives
To increase the use of bike instead of private vehicle.
Creation of a bike culture in the city.
Quantitative objectives
There were not quantitative objectives because there wasn’t a master plan.
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
( ) Green buildings and land use
(x) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)

2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
( ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
(x) Public or private investment
( ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
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( ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other

Please specify on the instrument(s):
The initial investment at 14/07/2008 was 118.002 €; in December 2010 there was an improvement
of the service (3 stations, 30 bicycles) for 64.051 € and the monthly cost of the service was 4.883 €
(taxes not included).

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
(x) No
( ) Partially
It did not succeed as much as expected. Approximately the number of uses per year was seven
thousand. During winter it was lower than 10 per day. It was suspended due to climate conditions
and bad illumination. It was not started again.
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
( ) Yes
(x) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
The use of the rental service was lower than expected (7200/year).
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(x) Yes
By whom?
By the company that hires the bikes.
Are the evaluation results available?
No, but it is known that results were lower than expected. As an example, in 2011 there were
7200 uses of the service.
( ) No
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected, please specify below.

There was no feedback. After the suspension, only three people claimed. The conclusion is that
there was no necessity in the use of bike.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)
Climate conditions (Santiago de Compostela has an average of 141 rainy days per year) and bad
illumination (safety reasons) were causes of low success.
There was no necessity in the use of bike; the bike culture in the city was very low.

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

There was no success, but the council learned that to succeed in this type of service people must
have a private bike culture first. Then, they will use the public bike.

3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

No, The project was a failure by several reasons like the bad climatology of santiago but mainly by
the fault of adaptation of streets for bike driving.
Making money was not an objective, in fact the cost for users was 10 € per year.
3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

In this case the socio-cultural context is relevant on the lack of success of the measures taken.
Behavioural changes are linked to the strength and length of local habitudes and the massive use
of private vehicle is widely spread on the region.
In case of reactivation, we think that we should made these changes:
 Previous creation of a private bike culture. People should use their own bike prior to need
a public service.
 Redaction of a master plan for bicycle.
 Improvement in the distribution of bike stations. They should be located based on user’s
priorities.
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3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
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34. Energy efficient shopping

WP5 Case Study
Report
Partner name

TUAS
Contact person

Martti Komulainen

1. Case description
1.1. Title of case study
Energy efficient shopping
1.2. Implementing party/parties
1.3. Country
1.4. Duration (start date – end date)
Finland
on going
1.5. Case study website (if available)
www.skanssi.fi
1.6. Geographical scope of the case (local, regional, national, international)
Regional, local
1.7. Short description
Shopping centre Skanssi is the only shopping centre in Europe, which has two LEED certificates.
First one was achieved because of green construction. Other one is admitted because of building
operations and maintenance. Second one is connected to behavior, because the certificate aims to
constant improvement, and greener behavior and solutions is needed to achieve that goal.
Skanssi aims to change behavior of consumers but the operatives too. Alla operatives get the
“green handbook”. Certain things is requestioned like LED-advertising. Recycling is well managed.
Building is intelligent, there are motion detectors in spaces which are not in constant use. Air
condition, heating system and cooling is automatic. Consumption of water and electricity is
constantly monitored. There are solarpanels on the roof of the centre.
All procedures have decreased the carbon footprint over 60% during five years.
1.8. Target group
NGO’s, consumers
1.9. Budget
-

1.10.Financed by
Skanssi/ CapMan
1.11.Which deternimants of behaviour were targeted in the case? Please specify below.
( ) Motivation
( X) Attitude
(X ) Knowledge
(X ) Potential barriers to energy saving behaviour
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( )Sensitivity for social influence
(X ) Capacities for energy saving
( ) Organisational culture (particular for SMEs)
( ) Means (availability, accessibility and payability of what is needed to change behaviour)
( ) Laws and or regulations
( ) Structure of organisation (particular for SMEs)
(X ) Feedback (acknowledgment, appreciation; economic benefits, benchmarks)
( ) Social pressure
( ) Other

2. Goals and objectives
2.1. Overall goal
To make the centre consume less resources including energy
2.2. Specific objectives leading to goal fulfillment
Monitoring, BAT,
Qualitative objectives
E.g. Promoting energy efficiency of residential housing

Quantitative objectives
E.g. Rise in number of energy certificates

2
2.3. Field(s) of energy efficiency the case study focused on:
(X ) Green buildings and land use
( ) Mobility and transport
( ) Technical infrastructure
( ) Production and consumption
( ) Energy supply
( ) Other (please specify)
2.4. Type of instrument used to intervene in behaviour
E.g. Did the case strive to promote energy efficiency by raising awareness, marketing products, affecting
legislation ets.
(X ) Subsidies and financial incentives

( ) User fees and penalties
( ) Public or private investment
(X ) Public or private procurement (preference of energy efficient goods and services)
( ) General legal regulations (e.g. laws, directives)
( ) Private-law contracts (e.g. individual obligations)
(X ) Information and lobbying campaigns
( ) Education of citizens
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( ) Free market without political intervention
( ) Cooperation of different actors
( ) Other
Please specify on the instrument(s):

3.Monitoring and evaluation
3.1. Was the overall goal achieved? Please specify below.
(X ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially
The consumption rates are constantly getting better and centre has 2 LEED-certificates
3.2. Were the objectives achieved? Please specify below.
(X ) Yes
( ) No
( ) Partially (please specify)
Consumption decreases
3.3. Was the case evaluated systematically?
(X ) Yes
( ) No
By whom?
U.S. Green Building Council
Are the evaluation results available?
Not public. Guidelines are through the certificates:
Operations and maintenance (EBOM): Skanssi has gold level certificate(60-79 points of 100).
Building design and construction (BC+D): Skanssi has level certified. (40-49 points of 100)
This certificate includes site selection, water- and energy efficiency, material sustainability and
indoor environmental quality.
The main results of the evaluation
Skanssi has the LEED-certificate and it may keep it if development keeps going on. Evaluation is
done regularly.
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3.4. Feedback from the target group
If feedback was collected please specify below.

3.5. Possible challenges or unexpected outcomes experienced by the case realizers (and how
were these addressed)

3.6. Points of success experienced by the case realizers
What worked well and why?

Environmental issues has positive effect on the building. Maintenance costs decreases and the
value of the building is higher than same kind of building without certificates. Because these things
are integrated, it is smart to act environmentally friendly way.
3.7. Estimated cost-effectiveness of the case
Did the case reach its goals and objectives in a cost-effective manner?

Yes. Saving resources decreases costs of using building.

3.8. Were there any follow-up measures after the case ended? If so, what kind?
All parametres are under constant surveillance

3.9. Comments
e.g. Do you think the socio-cultural context of the case had an effect on the results (e.g. financial situation in
the country at the time?

Financial situation may have some effect. Generally consumption decreases during tough times.

3.10. Attachments
Please attach any possible pictures, reports, outputs etc. that are available regarding the case study.
Reference-guide of LEED-certificates:

http://www.usgbc.org/resources/leed-ebom-2009-reference-guide-supplement-europe-acpsglobal-acp
http://www.usgbc.org/sites/default/files/LEED%202009%20RefGuide_Healthcare_Global_Supple
ment%206.13_0.pdf
http://www.usgbc.org/leed/certification
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Visual notes from the Turku workshop by Kuvitellen / Graphic
facilitator Maija Kotamäki
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